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CHAPTER 1 INTRODUCTION

1,1 Scope of this thesis

The collective nuclear model offers an explanation for various

properties of the lowest excited states of many nuclei, not in terms

of single particle coordinates such as in the shell model but in terms

of collective degrees of freedom. These collective coordinates are

determined by the nuclear shape only. Some examples of collective

models are the five-dimensional harmonic oscillator model, describing

vibrations around a spherical equilibrium shape and the rotational

model for permanently deformed axially symmetric nuclei (Boh52, Boh53,

Eis7O).

A combination of the collective model and the shell model is the

unified model which supplements the collective model with particle

degrees of freedom. As a case in point we mention the rotator-particle

model which describes the nucleus as a particle bound to a rotator.

The Nilsson-model is an extreme form of a unified model and describes

the nucleus in terms of all its individual nucleons, bound in a

permanently deformed potential well (Nil55).

Turning again to the collective model, a general form of this

can be defined with the concept of the Potential Energy Surface (PES),

which describes the nuclear potential energy as a function of the

collective variables. The minimum of the PES defines the equilibrium

shape while the form of the PES determines, together with a kinetic

energy expression, excitation energies, eigenfunctions and transition

probabilities.

Following Greiner's group in Frankfurt, which, has made outstanding

contributions in this field (Hes80), we confine ourselves to the so-

called quadrupole shape degrees of freedom, for which the nucleus has

roughly speaking an ellipsoidal shape. In connection with the assumed

approximate incompressibility of nuclear matter, this is characterized

by two parameters, a 2 Q and a»,, to be defined in Chapter 2. For the

purpose of this introduction it is sufficient to point out that these

parameters define the relative lengths of the three principal nuclear

axes. In fig. 1.1 an indication is given of the shapes corresponding

to various a2g and a,, values.
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With different lengths)
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Fig. 1.1
Nuclear shape as a function of the quadrupole shape parameters %Q
and a%2. The shape outside the 60° aeotor of the a^Q» ^2" a^-plane
follows from symmetry considerationst to be diaausaed in Chapters
2 and 3.

In fig. 1.2 some illustrative schematic PES's are presented for

nuclei with various equilibrium shapes while in fig. 1.3 the PES's for
l9l*Pt and Z 3 8U are given. The latter two have been determined from

experimental excitation energies and electromagnetic transition.

probabilities by Greiner's group (Hes80).

This determination of a PES from experimental results is carried

out as follows. One starts from a Hamiltonian consisting of a general

kinetic energy and a potential energy corresponding to a parametrization

of the PES. This Hainiltonian is quantized.

Energy eigenstates and eigenvalues can in principle be obtained

by calculating its matrix representation with respect to some ortho-

normal basis and diagonalizing this matrix. In practice, a large but

finite submatrix is calculated and diagonalized, restricting oneselves

to a suitably chosen subset of basis states. From the eigenstates and

eigenvalues follow theoretical results (excitation energies and

transition probabilities), still as a function of the potential energy

parametrization. The parametrization is now chosen in such a way that

an optimal correspondence with the experimental results is obtained.

The theoretical prediction of PES's from nuclear structure theory

is now an active field of research (Str67,Str68,Cla71,Pau78,Rag78)



Fig. 1.2
Four different types of potential energy
surfaces (schematic). The first one ia
the PES of a nualeua with apherioal
equilibrium shape, described by the five-
dimneional hcamonio osaillator modelt
bofa nuoleua with oigor-like (prolate)
equilibrium shape and d of an oblate
(diao-like) equilibrium ahapet while a
ia the PES of cm aayrmetrio nuoleua
(three different lengtha of axes in
equilibrium).

at oz QJ

a20

Fig. 1.3
Potential energy aurfaoea
of 19"Pt and 238ü (Hee80).



with several important results already achieved, for instance in

connection with the double-humped fission barrier and with possible

superheavy nuclei, but this subject is outside the scope of this

thesis.

In the work, described in this thesis, we attempt to contribute

to Greiner's approach in two ways.

First we introduce a new set of basis states, invariant under the

cubic symmetry group 0. This set is an alternative to the set of five-

dimensional harmonic oscillator states used by Greiner c.s. The latter

make use of a group-theoretical approach worked out by Chacon et al.

(Cha76»77). Calculations, using this approach turn out to be rather

complicated, however, especially for higher excited harmonic oscillator

states,

We propose an alternative set of basis states, which is more easy

to handle and therefore may be expected to allow a larger subset of

basis states to be included, This may lead to more accurate results.

Moreover, a certain threshold for other groups to initiate work along

the Frankfurt line is possibly lowered. Besides that, the kind of work

to be presented in the first part of this thesis may be motivated also

by a more general, albeit less direct, argument. The relation of the

(Bohr-Mottelson) collective model to more recent approaches in nuclear

structure physics based on group theory, such as the IBA-model of

Arima and Iachello (Ari74,76),is an active field of theoretical study

in the literature (Cas79). In this light it seems useful to study the

Bohr-Mottelson model from as many group-theoretical points of view as

possible.

A second aspect which is investigated in this thesis is a possible

use of scattering results for the determination of the PES. In cases

where excitation energies and transition probabilities alone yield a

more or less unique picture of the PES, scattering results might

provide for a further test; in cases where the former do not suffice

to form such a picture, scattering results might be a welcome

supplement. In using scattering results for that purpose, however,

it is of interest that the computational effort involved in the

extraction of collective wave functions from scattering data is

reduced as far as possible: a search procedure involves repeated

scattering calculations which are already time-cor-uming when carried

out singly. Far-reaching improvements in this connection have already

f



been achieved by Raynal (Ray72) and others. In this thesis we explore

a different possibility: the introduction of the so-called combined

"energy-sudden" and "centrifugal-sudden" approximation. An important

further improvement is still to be expected from a combination of the

approach of this thesis with Raynal's ECIS method.

Although we certainly had the objective of a possible reduction

of the computational effort in mind, the work of this thesis deals

with the physical aspects of the above-mentioned approximation and

with the problem how to apply it, rather than with numerical aspects.

As such, this investigation is of interest from the point of view of

the study of approximations in scattering theory in general. It goes

without saying that the interest of the method developed in this

thesis, in relation to the analysis of scattering experiments, is not

confined to Greiner's approach: we believe that it is also useful for

a less ambitious analysis of experimental scattering results on the

basis of the collective model. As a case in point, the method is used

to determine the mixing of the lowest five-dimensional harmonic

oscillator states by anharraonic potential terms from scattering

results.

1.2 Contents of the thesis

In section 1.3 of this chapter we shall introduce some concepts

and methods.

In Chspter 2 we investigate two rotating frames of reference and

corresponding Hamiltonians to obtain sets of body-fixed basis states,

invariant under the (rotational) cubic symmetry group 0. It follows

that one of these is particularly suited to be dealt with using group-

theoretical methods. This group-theoretical treatment is carried out

in Chapter 3.

Chapter 4 deals with the "energy-sudden" and "centrifugal-sudden"

approximations in nuclear scattering calculations. A method to extend

the field of application of these approximations is needed to obtain

accurate results and is outlined in this chapter. It is studied in a

simple two-channel scattering calculation.

A more extensive formulation of the method and application to

realistic scattering calculations is carried out in Chapter 5. In this



chapter also the afore-mentioned calculations in the anharmonic

oscillator model are carried out.

In Chapter 6 we study the behaviour of coupled-channel wave

functions in the centrifugally-dominated region of the angular momentum

(£)-radius(r) plane. This study clarifies some properties of coupled-

channel scattering results, One of the conclusions has been used in the

scattering calculations, described in Chapter 5.

1.3 Introduction of some concepts and methods

1.3.I Clebsch-Gordan_co|fficients

In sections 1.3.1 and 1.3.2 we introduce some concepts, the

knowledge of which may be somewhat less widespread among physicists

in general. We do not mean to give precise mathematical definitions

but rather to indicate their meaning in a physical context,

Let us consider a physical system described by quantum mechanics

and consisting of two subsystems 1 and 2, both of which comprise one

or more degrees of freedom of the total system. For instance, we may

think of an atomic electron with its associated orbital and spin ;£

degrees of freedom. We consider a group G of symmetry operations, such

as the groups S0(3) (three-dimensional rotation group)» U(2) (tv.o-

dimensional unitary group), 0 (cubic symmetry group), D3 (rotational

symmetry group of the equilateral triangle) etc. encountered in this

thesis. The elements of G operate linearly on the wave functions for

both of the two parts 1 and 2 and on the wave functions of the total

system.

Subsequently we restrict ourselves to a subspace of the state

vector space for part 1, transforming according to an f -dimensional

irreducible representation T of G. Let the wave functions f.

(i=»l,2,,..,f ) form a (not necessarily orthonormal) basis in this

space. For part 2 we similarly consider an f„-dimensional irreducible

representation T and an associated basis V,; (kal,2,...,f„). The

products of such wave functions, one for part 1 and one for part 2,

define the faf„-dimensional direct-product subspace for the total

system. This subspace is spanned by the products of basis functions

1 *k ün^er G wave functions of this stybspace transform linearly.

This defines the so-called direct-product representation p°^xr^'



with dimension f fQ. This representation of G is in general reduciblea p

and in the circumstances that we arc going to meet this means that the

f f„-dimensional space can be decomposed into irreducible invariant

subspaces:

X

where n is the number of times a particular irreducible representation

T of G occurs among the invariant subspaces. The basis consisting of

the f fß product functions <y>
aW-' ig in general not adapted to the

invariant subspaces, in the sense that it is the combination of

separate bases in each of the invariant subspaces. Xf we do introduce

such an adapted basis consisting of functions

where x runs through the same set as in eq. (1.1) and the label a

distinguishes the n equivalent irreducible representations in that

same equation, we can go from the original basis {V. V w to the
( \ X K

adapted basis W a } by a basis transformation

l »CciUß) ( a i > ß k | a T t ) . ( 1 < 2 )

* i,k x k

The coefficients of this transformation are known as the Clebsch-

Gordan coefficients. Some standardization of these coefficients is

usually assured by a standard way of defining the bases in the spaces

involved.

In the special case of the three-dimensional rotation group S0(3)

the representations F are, after Wigner (Wig31), conventionally

denoted by D -1 . In that case we have instead of eq. (1.1)

D(h>XD(jz) = D (Ji+ ia)+ D (Ji+ i2- 1 )+ D<ji+i2-2)+ < i i + D<|j i - j a | ) j

(1.3)

so that we do not need the additional label a. Instead of eq. (1.2)

we. have in obvious notation

M <•' 'JH

= I 1|VJ1JVKiZJ (jimiJ2m2|jM) . (1.4)
mim2

 m i

For SO(3) the coefficients are also called vector coupling coefficients

associated with the coupling of two angular momenta ji and j2 to a

i -



total angular momentum J. By splitting off a simple factor it is

possible to define so-called 3j-symbols which satisfy a number of

nice symmetry properties in particular under exchange of the three

angular momenta involved.

The properties of the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients as well as a

more precise definition can be found in many textbooks, for instance

those by Edmonds (Edm57) and by Brink and Satchler (Bri62). In these

textbooks also the extension to reduction of direct products of three

or more representations is treated, which is related to the coupling

of three or more angular momenta. Vector coupling coefficients playing

a role in this coupling are the 6j-symbols or Racah coefficients, 9j-

symbols and so on.

1.3.2 Wigner_D;functions

In this section we explain, again in an indicative way, the dual

role of the Uigner D-functions in quantum mechanics. The primary, and

better known, role is* the connection with irreducible representations

of S0(3). As pointed out in section 1.3.1 these irreducible

. representations are usually denoted as D J . Let us consider a

physical system and the behaviour of its quantum mechanical states

when these are rotated in space. The irreducible representations of

SO(3) in the quantummechanical Hubert space can be found by using

the property that the infinitesimal generators of SO(3) are the total

angular momentum operators J , J , J with respect to an x,y,z

Cartesian coordinate frame and linear combinations thereof. We have

m

In this equation R is an element of SO(3) and P R is its representation

in Hubert space. Corresponding to the afore-mentioned role of the

angular momentum operators, the states V •* are simultaneous eigen-

states of J2 (eigenvalue j(j + l)ft2) and Jz (eigenvalue mn). The elements

Dm»m(R) describing the transformation of the angular momentum eigen-*

states under rotations, are the so-called Wigner D-functions.

Characterizing R by its three Euler angles 6i, 62, 63 (Bri62), they

may also be regarded as functions Diim(0i,e2,63) of these angles. An

explicit expression for the matrix D J (R), consisting of the matrix

elements 0^,^(81,82,83), has been obtained by Wigner (Wig59). The



matrices D J (R) for all R form an irreducible representation of S0(3).

The second role of the Wigner B-functions, more precisely of their

complex conjugates, is their role as eigenfunctions of the symmetric

top (freely rotating rigid body with two out of three moments of

inertia equal). Including a normalization factor they are given by

Q o a \ 11 (L\

,0i,02,03) , U«o;

where 81,63,63 are the Euler angles describing the orientation of the

principal axes frame x'y's' (z' along inertial symmetry axis) with

respect to a laboratory xyz frame (Bri62). Furthermore, I is the total

rotational angular momentum quantum number of the rigid body, M its

magnetic quantum number relative to the z-axis (MR • eigenvalue of Iz)

and K that along the 2'-axis (Kit = eigenvalue of !_»)•

At the end of this section we give an important property of the

Wigner D-functions, to be used in the following, namely the product

relation
* * T

miki ni2«£2 TMv Miv
JMK.

A more extensive discussion of the Wigner D-functions and their

properties may be found in various textbooks (Edm57, Bri62, Eis70).

1.3.3 The_cougled2channel_method

The starting point of our method to carry out inelastic scattering

calculations is the coupled-channel; (CC) method. This is a method for

the description of scattering of a particle from a physical system with

internal degrees of freedom. Although the formalism may be readily

generalized, internal (spin) degrees of freedom of the particle are

not included in this section for the purpose of clarity. Nor are

so-called closed channels in which the particle is in a state of

asymptotically negative kinetic energy and thus is bound to the

scatterer. Furthermore, with the applications in this thesis in mind,

we consider, for the sake of definiteness, the scattering of a particle

from a target nucleus, described on the basis of the collective model.

After the separation of the free motion of the total center of mass,

the dynamics of the total system is described by a wave function ¥

obeying the time-independent Schrodinger equation



= Kf(r,a) , " (1.8)

in which r=(r,0,<t>) is the radius vector from the center of mass of the

scatterer to that of the particle, m is the reduced mass, £ is the

relative orbital angular momentum vector operator and H. is the

internal Hamiltonian of the scatterer. The symbol a stands for the

aggregate of collective coordinates. In particular, the interaction

potential V among particle and target nucleus is assumed to depend

only on r and the nuclear collective coordinates a.

The CC method consists of the replacement of the partial

differential equation (1.8) by a coupled system of ordinary differential

equations. This is accomplished by expanding ¥ in an orthonormal set of

functions of 6, <j> and ot with r-dependent coefficients, To define this

set we turn to the eigenvalue equation for H.

H i n t ( a , 3 / W m (a) = e ^ (a) . (1.9)

The target states $ are characterized, among others, by the angular

momentum quantum numbers I and M_, and their parity which we do not

include in the notation. The energy eigenvalue is denoted by e_.

Next we consider the spherical harmonics Y.* (8,<j>) which are

eigenfunctions of another operator.!2 occurring in eq. (1.8). Both

Y„ (6,$) and $i}fa(a.) being angular momentum eigenfunctions of sub-

systems of a total physical system, these may be coupled to form a

complete set of eigenfunctions of the total angular momentum

(eq. (1.7)):

(Y, x $I}

mMj.

A .•

YÄm(6,(J)) « ^ (a) . (1.10)YÄm
I

•Ä

The factor ̂  is conventionally included to give the Jf-functions a

suitable behaviour under time reversal. We note furthermore that the

basis functions (1.10) have a definite parity, the parity of Y. being(-r.
Inserting the expansion

e.^.a) = ̂ R c ( r ) Ic(e,*ta) (1.11)

10



in eq. (1.8) leads to the set of coupled radial differential equations

" E)

in which c stands for the quantum numbers J,M,&,I, commonly referred

a channel, and £j is accordingly denoted as ec> The functions

^(J),ct) are generally known as channel wave functions. The quantity

V ,(r) is an element of the matrix representation (with respect to

9<t>oi) of the interaction potential in the basis of functions Jc,

In cases of practical interest the interaction potential V(r,a)

reduces in good approximation to a monopole Coulomb potential (if any)

beyond a certain radius R . The non-diagonal coupling matrix elements

V ,(r) then vanish for r>Rjn, while the diagonal elements reduce to a

possible monopole Coulomb potential.

The infinite set of equations (1.12) is restricted to a finite

dimension N by limiting the number of Ä-values (high ^-values correspond

semi-claasically to large impact parameters and a negligible inter-

action) and leaving out (higher excited) target states with negligible

amplitude R (r) in eq. (1.11). Because of the factor 1/r in expansion

(1.11) which prevents the occurrence of a first derivative in eq.

(1.12), the solutions R (r) must vanish for r=0. Therefore, N linearly

independent solution vectors (R (r), R (r), ...) exist, which may be

grouped together as the columns of a solution matrix R(r). The matrix

R(r) is not uniquely defined. Right-multiplying R by a constant matrix

transforms R into an equivalent solution matrix. In other words, we

have as yet only got a uniquely defined solution space, spanned by the

columns of R. In the following we refer to R as the mathematical

solution matrix and to its columns as the mathematical solution

vectors.

We now introduce a special solution matrix U the columns of which

do have a physical meaning individually. To that end we turn to the

eqs. (1.12) in the region r>R . There, the equations are uncoupled.

The solutions of each of the N equations may be written as linear

combinations of special solutions I (r) and 0 (r), behaving

asymptotically as in- and outgoing waves, respectively (61e67).

Corresponding (diagonal) matrices are denoted as I(r) and 0(r).

Splitting off from the mathematical solution matrix R(r) a constant

matrix a, i.e. right-multiplying it by a"1, it is possible to bring

it in a standard form U(r):



i - 0(r) §) - U(r) , (1.13)

in which 1 is the unit matrix. The columns of U(r) do have a physical

interpretation individually. Each of them represents a scattering

process with an incoming wave in one of the channels and outgoing

waves in principle in all of them. The so-called scattering matrix S

defined in this way, contains all physical information of the

scattering process, that can be observed at infinity. Its elements

can be looked upon as a kind of reflection amplitudes»

12



CHAPTER 2 CLASSIFICATION OF COLLECTIVE STATES

2.1. Introduction

As is clear from Chapter 1, the work described in this thesis

can be understood most easily in the light of an approach for the

determination of the collective potential energy surface (FES),

proposed and worked out by Gneuss and Greiner (6ne71). A more recent

paper by Greiner and collaborators (Hes80) constitutes an important

further step towards the determination of the collective PES for a

wide range of nuclei, comprising all possible limiting cases like

spherical nuclei, prolate and oblate deformed nuclei, Y~unstable

nuclei etc. The experimental data going into that analysis are energy

levels and electromagnetic transition probabilities. As pointed out

previously, this thesis is a contribution to a program with the aim

to supplement the knowledge of the collective PES by using alsc data

on (in)elastic scattering of light hadronic projectiles from the

nuclei considered, such as the data obtained by the Eindhoven

experimental nuclear physics group.

In this and the following chapter we concentrate on one aspect

of such analyses: the introduction of a set of basis states meeting

certain requirements (see 'Chapter 1). The first possibility which one

is inclined to think of is tfie set of eigenstates of the five-

dimensional harmonic oscillator model:

with specific numbers of oscillator quanta (so-called quadrupole

phonons) for each of the five modes of quadrupole deformation of the

nuclear surface (see eq. (2.4)). However, to restrict the number of

theoretical states that are needed to describe an experimental level

with known spin quantum number, it is of importance that the total

angular momentum quantum numbers I and M are among the quantum numbers

characterizing the basis states. Formulated in a different way: it is

advantageous to include good quantum numbers associated with constants

of the motion, the Hamilton matrix being automatically diagonal in

such quantum numbers. The quantum numbers v>2 to V-z being incompatible

with I and M one is forced to look for other quantum numbers

I

J3



supplementing I and M. A possible choice, based on group theory, has

been introduced by Chacon, Moshinsky and Sharp (Cha76, Cha77).

Although this method seems advantageous with respect to other

proposed approaches (in particular Hec65, see also Hes81), it still

suffers from the disadvantage that the determination of states and

matrix elements is extremely difficult in practice (Hes80).

In this and the next chapter we shall consider two alternative

bases for expressing the general collective states. Neither of these

sets consist of eigenstates of the five-dimensional harmonic oscillator

model. For the applications envisaged, however, this is not a dis-

advantage«

Our alternative states arise directly from two descriptions of

permanently deformed nuclei. The starting point of the first set of

basis states, to be called the TPA (Three-Principal-Axes) states, is

the well-known Faeasler-Greiner description in the limit of permanently

deformed axially symmetric nuclei, with superposed small amplitude

vibrations (Fae62). In this same limit the SPA (Single-Principal-Axis)

description has been proposed as a simplification by Verhaar et al.

(Ver78). This is the starting point for our second basis, to be

referred to as the SPA basis.

In section 2.2 we summarize briefly the starting points: the SPA

and Faessler-Greiner descriptions for non-vanishing equilibrium

deformation. We go also briefly into their relation. In section 2.3

we adapt the Faessler-Greiner and SPA Hamiltonians by considering them

for zero intrinsic equilibrium deformation and leaving out some terms.

The relation of the resulting SPA and TPA eigenstatea to the five-

dimensional harmonic oscillator states is illustrated with some simple

examples. The symmetry requirements to be imposed on the SPA and TPA

states are investigated in section 2.4. We construct the subspace of

the full vector-space, satisfying these symmetry requirements, by a

symmetrization procedure. This treatment, although manageable in a

numerical way, is not satisfactory.

In Chapter 3 we describe an alternative symmetrization procedure

based on group theoretical methods. The afore-mentioned classification

scheme of Chacon et al. (Cha76, Cha77), which is also based on group

theory, makes use of the chain of groups

SU(5) => S0(5) = S0(3) => S0(2) , (2.1)

14



«here SU(5) is the symmetry group of the five-dimensional harmonic

oscillator (group of unitary 5X5 matrices with determinant 1), SO(5)

is its (real) orthogonal subgroup and SO(3) and SO(2) are three- and

two-dimensional rotation groups in ordinary space.

It turns out that of the two alternative bases studied in this

thesis, that based on TPA states is very successful when combined with

group theoretical methods, the classification scheme is then based on

the chain of groups

rotational

SO(3) * VU(2)

vibrational

U U (2.2)
S0(2) [D3]2

where U(2) is the unitary group in two dimensions and D3 is the three-

dimensional symmetry group of the equilateral triangle without

reflections.

2.2 The SPA and Faeaaler-Greiner description

The model to be considered describes nuclear collective motion by

means of quadrupole coordinates ct_ , parameterizing the nuclear shape

by means of the well-known expansion

+2
R(fl) - Ro (1 * I oJpY2u(Q>) (2.3)

in spherical harmonics of the (orientation dependent) length of the

radius vector from the nuclear center of mass to the nuclear surface.

According to the five-dimensional harmonic oscillator model the

nuclear dynamics is described by a Hamilton operator, consisting of

harmonic kinetic and potential energies:

' *fc j 2 4/2,1 * T *
 2£«2>2p. <2'4>

p=-Z ]la~2
where

and

a2p °2p

15



The parameter B2 is a mass-parameter associated with the amount of

nuclear mass involved in this type of collective motion and Cz is a

"spring-constant" characterizing the stiffness of the nucleus against

quadrupole deformation.

The type of energy spectrum resulting from such a Hamiltonian is

illustrated in fig. 5.7 of Chapter 5. An illustrative example where

the lowest states appear to follow this model to some extent is the

nucleus 68Zn (see fig. 5.7), also to be dealt with in Chapter 5. It

should be noted, however, that in Greiner's approach the five-

dimenaional harmonic oscillator model is not meant to describe

experimental data by itself, but rather to define a convenient complete

set of states meeting certain requirements. A similar role is played

by the Hamiltonians HgpA and H^ p A to be introduced below,

A natural way of introducing the angular momentum quantum numbers

I and M is now the definition of a rotating coordinate frame x'y'z1.

In the usual Bohr-Mottelson-Faessler-Greiner permanent deformation

approach (Boh52, Fae&2) one accordingly carries out the transformation

where 61,62,63 are the Euler angles characterizing the orientation of

the body-fixed frame. One then imposes the requirements

a2±l = ° » a22 = a2-2 *" (2<6^

In the direction fl1 relative to the x'y'z' frame we thus have

R(n') = Ro (l + a20Y20(fi') + a22 {^(fl
1) + Y2_2(G')}) . (2.7)

The requirements (2.6) make the nuclear surface invariant under 180°

rotations about the x'y'z' axes. Because of this property, these axes

are referred to as principal axes, in the following denoted as 123

axes.

The real body-fixed deformation parameters a 2 0 and a,, characterize

the lengths of the three nuclear principal axes and correspond to two

body-fixed vibrational degrees of freedom. In the Bohr-Mottelson

description (Boh52) a2Q and a 2 2 are replaced by parameters 0 and Y,

defined by

a,0 => 6 COS(Y)

_ (2.8)
•2 a 2 2 = ß sin(Y) •
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Contrary to a,» and a22, the Euler angles 81,82,83 characterizing the

orientation of the x'y'z' frame, correspond to rotational degrees of

freedom.

Essentially by introducing the transformation {<*2 } •+ a2Oa228i82 83

in eq, (2.4) it is possible to obtain the Faessler-Greiner form <Fae62,

Eia70) of the Hamilton operator

1 z' x? «* fa
TTQ 2 > x, Ji 2BZ (.ää̂

,» (3a| 0 +6a|/
^ r j r + f CÄ a|Q + C2 a|.

in which the body-fixed angular momentum components are defined by

kk+ cot ez CQS
CO8 Ö3 fc"" cot 9Ä 8in 93 fe (2tl0)

and the moments of inertia by

2Q 22 (2.11)

8B2

The operators I. satisfy the usual commutation relations for body-

fixed angular momentum components:

[Ix,,lyi] - - Ä Izi. etc.

The resulting rotational and vibrational degrees of freedom are

often studied for a different potential energy than that of eq. (2.9),

namely one with a well-defined deep minimum at an axially-symmetric

permanent deformation (see fig. 1.3(b)).

In the limit of small-amplitude vibrations around this shape,

Faessler and Greiner (Fae62) were able to solve th« difficulty of the

rotation-vibration coupling due to the &20'a22 dependence of the moments

17



of inertia. For the a20 vibrations a harmonic approximation turned out

to be meaningful. In contrast, the a„„ degree of freedom turned out to

obey an equation of the form of the radial equation of a three-

dimensional harmonic oscillator, which led to the introduction of an

artificial half-integral valued centrifugal-type quantum number L, ar.d

a radial quantum number n. These quantum numbers do not have a clear

physical meaning. In addition, the physical meaning of the degeneracy

of the energy spectrum is not explained.

To simplify the description in this limiting case, it turns out

to be advantageous to use an x'y'z' system in which the z'-axis still

coincides with a principal axis, but for which the choice of the x'y'

axes is free (Ver78)i This system is called the Single-Principal-Axis

(SPA) frame. Instead of eq. (2.7) we then have

R(ö') - Ro (l + Aj0Y20(Q') + Aj2Y22(

being real, while A 2 2 • A2_2-

Y22(n«) + Aj_2Y2_2(O')) , (2.12)

The absolute value of the latter

defines the difference in length of the principal axes of the quadrupole

shape in the x'y1 plane; the phase ()>' (A,±2•" l^ool e3tP(±2^(t1')) defines

their orientation relative to the x'y' axes (see fig. 2.1). The

rotational degrees of freedom are now described by the Euler angles

616263 characterizing the orientation of the x'y'z' system. The

quadrupole vibrations comprise a) time variations of the elliptical

cross-section of the nucleus in tha x'y' plane, which can be decomposed

into two vibrating ellipses in the x'y1 plane associated with Re(A22)

and Im(A22) with a difference in orientation of 45° (see fig. 2.?.),

b) a spheroidal vibration with the z' axis as symmetry axis, associated

with A-Q. The x'y' axes are undetermined except for the requirement of

2'-3

Fig. 2.1
The SPA x'y V axes relative
to the 123 principal axes.
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Fig. 2,2
Compoaition of a rotating ellipse from ttdo vibrating
ellipses with pHnoipal axeat static relative to x'y'.

a right-handed orthogonal coordinate system« Out of the two vibrational
degrees of freedom under a), Faessler and Greiner so to speak split of
one additional rotational degree of freedom (see f ig. 2.2).

This SPA approach emphasizes the analogy with the problem of a
particle bound to an axially-symmetric rigid rotator or the bending
vibrations of a linear molecule, if the latter are not described with
respect to instantaneous principal axes. In the translation of the
former problem of a particle bound to a rotator to our situation of
quadrupole vibrations, the particle is replaced by the body-fixed
vibrational degrees of freedom. In this way one obtains a) vibrational
quantum numbers with a more transparent physical interpretation,
b) (in the permanent deformation case) the possibility of a straight-
forward second quantization description for these vibrations (as
distinct from the impossibility for the usual a», vibrations), c) a
transparent physical interpretation of the degeneracy of the vibrational
spectrum in the limiting case in terms of the symmetry under the
exchange of the A,, and A„_„ phonons.

Fov the following i t is useful to give the relation between the
Faessler-Greiner and SPA coordinates:

A20 a20 (2.13)

A2±±2

In this thesis we consider the aforementioned SPA description as

the starting point for a second alternative description to classify

the general quadrupole collective states. For that purpose it is of

interest to know how to deal with the redundancy of the six variables
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The derivation of the SPA form of the Hamilton operator from the

previous operators (2.4) or (2.9) requires some caution owing to this

redundancy. Verhaar et al. (Ver78) showed how to deal with this

redundancy problem for obtaining the SPA Hamilton operator from a

classical kinetic energy expression. An axially asymmetric higher

multipole deformation was temporarily introduced! stationary in the

x'y'z' frame and contributing constant additional terms to the three

diagonal components of the moments of inertia. The axial asymmetry

defined a preferred direction in the x'y' plane, so that 63 and <{i!

could be considered as independent variables.

After the quantization the higher multipole deformation was made

to go to zero. This shifted all energy eigenvalues to infinity, except

for those solutions ¥ which satisfied the subsidary condition

(I a,-L z,)* - 0 , (2.14)

I , standing for the z' component of the total angular momentum, whilez
L , is the total (A-j+A,,,) P^onon angular momentum along the z' axis:

V = U (A22n22 " A2-2n2-2> ' (2'15)

Here, IL is the generalized momentum, canonically conjugated to A2 .

Equation (2.14) is to be compared with a similar subsidary condition

in the case of a particle bound to a rotator. The Hamilton operator

obtained was

(2.16)

with real body-fixed quadrupole coordinates ajfa2,a3 defined by

4 2 1 2 • (...,)

A20 = a3 '

In the first term of eq. (2.16), to be interpreted as a rotational

energy, the 2X2 inertial matrix J is given by

(2.18)
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with

Ji = Ba (3A*Q + 2|A22|
Z + 2 ft A 2 Q Re(A22)) ,

Jz = B2 (3A|0 + 2|A22|
2 - 2 >^A 2 0 Re(A22)) , (2.19)

J12 = 2 »/(T B2 A 2 Q Im(A22) .

Finally» the operators I , and I • are defined as in eq. (2.10).

Here, we shall point out how the equation (2.16) can be justified

directly on the basis of the Faessler-Greiner operator (2.9). For a

general wave function satisfying the subsidiary condition (2.14) we

have

{HspAf(9162e3ala2a3)}(t,=0 =• HpQ r(ei0 ze 3a 2 oa 2 2) , (2.20)

if the functions ¥ and ¥' are related by

a 2 2) . (2.21)

To show this we write the Laplacian operator in aia2aa space, occurring

in H_pA (eq, (2.16)), in the cylindrical coordinates "zp<{>" = a2Q,/2 a22,(J>'

in aia2a3 space. We then carry out a Podolsky transformation (Pod28)

Due to the subsidiary condition we can subsequently replace 3/3cf>* by

3/393 and restrict ij>' to <p*™0. This restriction diagonalizes J. The

final expression indeed equals the right-hand side of eq. (2.20).

2.3 SPA and TPA collective states

In this section we investigate the eigenstates of the quasi- •

permanent deformation SPA Hamiltonian j.

257 j x ,
 Xi + 2B7 J1 4n2V 4 C2 { 4vA2v

and those of the quasi-permanent deformation TPA Hamiltonian

HTPA - 277 X,1! " IBT (Iq + % ) +

which we introduce as simplifications to H™. and H-G, respectively.

In addition we study their relat ion to the eigenstates of the harmonic

vibration model in the original laboratory coordinates a2 (eq. ( 2 . 4 ) ) .

I
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Note that H' . represents a three-dimensional harmonic isotropic

oscillator in a rotating coordinate frame, whereas in H^pA the body-

fixed isotropic oscillator is two-dimensional. In eqs. (2;23) and

(2.24) Ja stands for an arbitrary constant motion of inertia and £'

denotes a summation over the three even v values only.

We stress again that these simplified Hamiltonians are not to be

considered as good approximations to the original ones, but are rather

introduced to define easily manageable sets of states in which general

collective states can be expanded. As such they are to play a role

comparable to that of the five-dimensional harmonic oscillator

Hamiltonian in the work of Greiner c.s.

A complete set of eigenfunctions of H™,. is given by

D ^ (61,62,63) !non2> , (2.25)

no and n2 being the numbers of quanta of the two body-fixed a?Q and

a»2 harmonic oscillators. The corresponding eigenvalues are

{1(1+1) - K2} + (no + n2 + 1) no»2 , w2 = \Ji£ . (2.26)

In the present context, without a permanent deformation, states of the

type (2.25) play a useful role, since they provide a choice of quantum

numbers n to be used in conjunction with I and M. As such they form a

useful basis to express the eigenstates for a more general collective

potential energy surface. To our knowledge, a two-dimensional isotropic

harmonic oscillator basis in the rotating frame, such as we propose it,

has not been considered in the literature. It should be noted that,

contrary to the case of a permanent deformation, the 3-axis is not a

preferred axis among the principal axes. A certain symmetrization is

therefore called for. We come back to this in section 2.4.

For the ground states of H. and Hip. it is straightforward to

show that they are proportional:

|V2=O, V!=0, V0=0, V-i=0, v-z=0> -\* exp (- -5=- /B2C2 I |d, |
2)

- exp (- jg- /BlcT l' a2
v) * D^* |<>0> . (2.27)

A similar relatively easy calculation is possible for the first

excited 2 and second excited 0 + states:
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D

and
|20> • |02> - 3D°J |00> ,

(2.28)

(2.29)

respectively. The latter example illustrates that the total number of

phonons is not invariant under the transformation to the rotating

frame.

More generally, this point is made clear by the transformation

of the laboratory phonon creation operator

a,.. - i\ <->y «,-2-v
(2.30)

to TPA variables, This calculation being less trivial we shall point

out the main steps •

We repeat that

Under a rotation, independent of the dynamical variables, IT» trans-

forms contragradiently to a_ (Eis70). In our case, however, the

situation is more complex since IT. operates on the rotation angles

6. too. We start from

K 3
3a22 3

7
ft 39i 3

(2.32)

The 5^5 matrix of derivatives occurring in eq. (2.32) can then be

calculated by inverting the matrix

M

3*2-2 Sou

3V2
3a20

3°2-2

3ö2-2

3"2-2

22

3a20

307"

3«22

302

22
363

2* 2*
<D-2-2+D-22>

2*
°-20

3D2*
-2v

301

y'a ^
^ 2V 302

3D2*

v
a2v

9* 9*

<D2-2+D22>

u20

•)*
9D2v

a2v 30T

2V 302

3D

2V 303

(2.33)
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To findM"1 we use the following Ansatz. We write its five column
~ (2) 2

vectors as linear combinations of the columns of D = {D^}. From

MM"1 = X and the unitarity of D it then follows that M"1 has in

obvious notation the form

I

0

4

yO

<

V I 1

"̂ 0 3 \D «"D r\J
]J~2 u2

•

(2.34)

where the quantities ou, ß., y^» £^, \ and a. are still to be

determined. To determine a., ß. and y. we make use of the six equations

2*

(2.35)

for i = 1, 2 and 3. In addition, we use expressions for the body-fixed

ladder operators, following from eq. (2.10):

2*
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Ä T " ̂ 2*» lei+ Vz» • <2-
in which

S + j = - exp (?i83)/sin e2

5 + , =' ± i exp (TiOs) (2.37)

X+ =• cot 62 exp (=fi83) .

By properly linearly combining eqs. (2.35) for i = 1, 2 and 3 we can

replace the 3/30. derivatives by the operators 1+ and I ,, We thus

obtain

ao • ßo = Yo = a2 = &2 • Y? " 0 , (2.38)

In a similar way we obtain for the last three columns of M"1

with A - (3a|Q-2a|2), for i - 1 and 2, and

e, - -i (Ä X • - 2X_. )/2A
ZU " (2.40)

na - -i (^ X_a20 - 2X+a22)/2A

while

03 - -

We now turn to the calculation of the TPA expression (2.32) for

IT.. This may be calculated using the matrix (2.34). Combining the

resulting expression with the a. term in eq. (2.31) we obtain for

the laboratory phonon creation operator

hu " <0 bIo + ft < 2 + V b22

a20 < 1 X - + »JtV * 2a22

in which b2(^ and b»2 are the usual creation operators in terms of the

coordinates a2Q and vf a22>
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The first two terms on the right-hand side would have been

obtained as the complete result, if IT. would have simply transformed

contragradiently to <x_ . Note that the right-hand side as a whole is

not a homogeneous polynomial of body-fixed creation operators of the

first degree, as was already suggested by a previous example,

eq. (2.29),

Let us now turn to the Hip. eigenstates. A complete set of eigen-

functions of Hg p A is given by

0^,(61,62,63) |N2NoN-2> (2.43)

where Nz, No and N_2 are the numbers of quanta of the three body-fixed
A22* ^20 and A2-2 harmonic oscillators. The eigenvalues are

| J J . (l(I+l) - K2) + (N2 + No + N_2 + | ) nw2 , üJ2 = \J& . (2.44)

The three states (2.27), (2.28) and (2.29) are now given by

J* (2.45)

^ J J 2 (2.46)
and

D°*|020> + ̂  vTD°*(l01> - 2 vT D°*|000> , (2.47)

respectively.

Also in this case we now turn to a more general treatment by

deriving an expression for B - . We add 63 as a dummy variable to the

five Ü2 U laboratory coordinates and apply the transformation

e3 = e3 •

We then have

(2.48)

3 A2V

tThe resulting expression for ß_ reads
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(2.50)

with A' = ^

2,4 S t re uirements on the XPA and SPA states

rom now on we shall refer to the Hj,p. and Hg p A eigenstates as

TPA d SPA states, respectively. We conclude from eqs. (2.47) and

(2,5 ) and from (2.29) and (2.42), that except for the lowest states,

the TPA nor the SPA wave functions (2,25,2.43) correspond to eigen-

states of the harmonic a. vibrator model. Instead, they are eigen-

statea of body fixed iaotropic oscillators, two- and three-dimensional»

respectively. This doea not stand in the way of using the TPA or SPA

states aa an easily handled and physically transparent basis to expand

eiigenatates for a more general collective potential energy surface.

Furthermore, by their nature the SPA and TPA states are particularly

suitable as a basis for states of near-axially-symmetric permanently

formed nuclei, the quantum number K being an approximate good

[uantum number in that case.

It should be noted, however, that certain symmetry requirements

restrict the permissible states to a subspace of the states (2.25)

and (2.43). First, for SPA states we have the subsidiary condition

which corresponds to the simple restriction to states with

K = 2(Nz-N_2). This symmetry requirement is not sufficient, however.

This is already suggested by eq. (2.46) in which only a single linear

combination of N2+No+N_2=»l states is selected. Indeed, the SPA states

should be symmetrized in the well-known fashion (Eis70) in +K and -R,

as a necessary condition to guarantee the uniqueness of a description

in the laboratory coordinates ct_ , in the light of the existence of

two opposite choices for the ss'-axis. This still explains only

partially .he selection of the definite combination of SPA states in

eq. (2.46). We similarly want to understand the definite combination

of TPA states in eq. (2.28).

To proceed further we should impose the more general symmetry

requirements associated with the invariance under the interchange of
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the principal axes. As in the usual permanent deformation description

we require the allowed states to be invariant under the 24-element

group of discrete rotations (Eis70, Tin64) of the x'y'z' system over

multiples of Tr/2 about each of the principal axes, i.e. the cubic

symmetry group, usually referred to as the octahedral group 0 (see

fig. 3.1 of the following chapter). To that end we write the projection

operator onto the identity representation of the group, i.e. 1/24 times

the sum of its 24 elements, as

14 ° + •3.1T/2 + V + R3,3TT/2>
 (1 + V ° + E123 + ^M* ' (2"51)

where R. represents a rotation of the x'y'z' frame over a about the

axis i in a direction corresponding in the usual way with the direction

of that axis. Furthermore, R.23 is a rotation of the x'y'
z> frame

corresponding to a cyclic permutation of the three principal axes; the

situation where (x'y'z') a (123) goes into that where (x'yV) • (231).

Indeed, it is easily seen that for an initial orientation (x'y'z1) •

(123), the expression (2.51) represents all 24 equivalent right-handed

orientations along the principal axes 123 (and their opposites

-1,-2,-3). Note, however, that in the SPA description, contrary to the

TPA case, the x'y1 axes need not necessarily point along principal

axes as does the z'-axis. Mote in addition that the second factor in

expression (2.51) brings about the above-mentioned symmetrization in

+K and -K, when the projection operator (2.51) operates on some initial

unsymmetrized TPA state (2.26) or unsymmetrized SPA state (2.43).

Let us start with such a wave function. In discussing the

operation of the operator (2.51) on the rotational part of the wave

function and on the vibrational coordinates, we shall concentrate on

the SPA case, the TPA transformations corresponding to the special

case <|>'=0. Let us initially choose the z'-axis along the principal

axis 3 (see fig. 2.1). Each of the operators in (2.51) brings about

a rotation of the x'y'2' axes and an associated transformation of SPA

states defined by maintaining their expressions as functions of 616263

and A 2 2 A 2 Q A „ _ 2 relative to the x'y'z' system and thus changing their

expressions in terms of the original coordinates.

The rotation Rj 2 3 brings the z'-axis to the 1 direction, while

the x'y' axes get orientations in the 23 plane. Now, R,,, can be

written as a product of the following rotations:
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Rl23 = Rz',ir/2 R2»TT/2 * Rz',Tr/2-<t>' V . T T / 2 \\V ' (2'52)

Let us first study the effect of eq. (2.52) on the rotational

part DjL of the wave function. Right-multiplying (2.52) by the

rotations which take the x'y'z' system from a laboratory-fixed xyz

orientation to their orientation in fig. 2.1, we find

V.1T/2-*» V.n/2 V,* 1 Rz',e3 V . e a
 R«\ei • (2-53)

Sandwiching (2.53) between fictitious <IK| and |lM> states ui x?y'z'

coordinates and using the completeness relation in terms of such states

we find for the transformed rotational wave function

0^(61.62.63) -* I DJ£,(61,62,63) D£?K(<|>\TT/2,TT/2-<|>')

+1 T# _
" % JWi(61.62.83) exp(iK'<|>' + <K(ir/2-*«>) dil |f<ir/2)

(2.54)

Let us now turn to the vibrational part. Under R , ., the A. . .

coordinates change into lA,,! " A?±2 exP(?2*'t1')» while A-- remains

invariant. Subsequently, under R . _y2 we have

A20 " 1
1 , (2.55)

|A22| +\ | | { ^

as follows from the behaviour of the spherical harmonics in eq. (2.12)

under rotations. Consequently, including the R ^ 1T/2-(k« rotation, we

have in total the transformation

A22 - (" 1 « P ( W ) A 2 ± 2 - \ & A 2 Q) exp(2i<t.') , (2.56)

where the ± sign can be chosen at will.

Similarly we have

Rl23 = Rz',-*f S't-n/2 \\-n/2*$' '
 (2'57)

Equations (2.54) and (2.56) are then replaced by
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0^(61.62,60 • I D^,(6l,e2,03)exp(iK'(-Tr/2+<t»')-iK(t.
I)(-l)K"K'dJ,K(Tl/2)

(2.58)

and

A20 * (" 1 * «P^2<«') A 2 ± 2 - i A2()) ,

A22 * (~ I exP<*2*>'> A2±2 + I ̂  A 2 Q ) exp(2i((.1) , (2.59)

A2-2 * (" I •«P^2<»'> A2±2 + { ̂  A2Q

From eqa. (2.56) and (2.59) we see that the operations of 0 are

non-linear transformations of the A,v coordinates. Therefore 0 is not

a subgroup of the S0(3) group in aiajaa-space (see eq. (2.16)), nor

even a subgroup of the largest conceivable linear symmetry group of

the body-fixed three-dimensional SPA oscillator, the group SU(3).

On the contrary, the same equation»! corresponding to (2.56) and

(2.59), but now expressed in terms of the TPA coordinates &2Q
 and a22*

do represent linear unitary transformations. Thus the group 0 is a

subgroup of the symmetry group U(2) of the body-fixed two-dimensional

TPA oscillator. Note that we embed 0 in U(2) rather than in SU(2) in

this case, the determinant of some of the 0 transformations being -1.

We come back to this point in the next chapter.

We conclude that from a group theoretical point of view the TPA

coordinate system is preferable to the SPA frame. In the next chapter,

Chapter 3, we shall work this out. ',

Let us now continue the symmetrization procedure for the SPA

states. When this is finished we shall make some remarks about the

applicability to the TPA states. The third factor of the projection .'

operator (2.51) having been handled, we write the second factor as ,'>

0 + \i .ii \\TI R
Z » *•>» operating on the x'y'z

1 system in '
fig. 2.1. Clearly, for the vibrational part of the wave function •
A2v * A2v = A2-v exP<2*V<j.') under R2, ̂  Ryl iir V >+,, while for the ;
rotational part •

DJ£i<elfe»,eo +0^,(61,62,60 exp(-nr^) d̂ K,K(Tr) I

JI (61,62,63) exp(-2iK'<).')(-1)1"11' . (2.60) *
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Finally, in the factor (1+R3 7T/2
+R3 ir+R3 3ir/2^ i n eq" (2>5l> e a c h

of the terms R_ .« brings about the transformation

i l A ^ A * ( 8 c * l a r function of

(2.61)

Accordingly» this factor when operating on a sum of functions of the

type

A22

eliminates all terms in which K1 does not differ from (2p-2r) by a

multiple of A, The sums over K1 in eqa. (2.54) and (2.58) can there-

fore be restricted to even K* values.

Let us now operate with (2.51) on an initial SPA function of the

type

satisfying the subsidiary condition K-2 (N2-N-2>. In eq. (2.63) we

leave out the scalar Gaussian oscillator function for brevity. The

result of the right-hand factor in (2.51) is thus effectively

I

The prime superscript to the Z sign denotes a restriction to even K'

values. The choices for the ± signs can now be made such that all <j>'

dependent exponentials can be absorbed in the A,+o coordinates.
t h fch ^•E<4

Working out the q and p powers, we find

K1 i-0 j-0

I ,
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The factor between curly brackets, due to the terms 1, R123 and R J ^

in (2.51)• ensures the exponents of A,» and A,_2 to be integers.

The operation of the second factor in expression (2.51) has the

simple effect of adding to the sum (2.65) a similar expression, but

with opposite K, K', the A 2 2 and ^-2 *actors interchanged and each

of the D^_Ki* %.K preceded by a (-1)1 sign. The last factor in

expression (2.51) finally has no essential effect» all terms in

eq. (2.65) already satisfying the subsidiary condition. As a final

expression we obtain

^K'K^J I (?

( 2 < M )

still leaving out the exponential. The dK,g(ir/2) coefficients being

easily calculable (Edm57), we now have available a more or less

explicit expression for a basis of symmetrized states.

Notice that the previous derivation and the final result are also

valid for the TPA states, if 4>' is taken to be 0.

Although the states, constructed in this way have some advantageous

properties, there are some difficulties to be discussed. Firstly, it

should be noted that the set of states is overcomplete. For example,

for 1=2 and a linear A„ -part, there are three possible states that

can be symmetrized: D^* k^ (v=2,0,-2). After symmetrization these

states turn out to be proportional.

A second point is that in eq. (2.66) there appear in general terms

of the form |A22|
1+Jexp(iK •<!>') with |K'| > 2(i+j) which cannot be

written as a polynomial in A.,» A»Q and A,.,. This is an undesirable

In the next chapter an alternative set of coordinates is studied
in which eq. (2.66) has a very simple form. This alternative form
will be given there (page 38).
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feature since such terms cannot correspond to harmonic oscillator

states or simple linear combinations thereof. We thus have to construct

linear combinations c£ such states in which these terms cancel.

Both of these objections apply also to the TPA stakes. For the

first one this is immediately clearv With respect to the second

objection we note that a requirement similar to the subsidiary

condition for SPA states presents itself: only combinations D.-., &\n*

for which 2(i+j)-K' >̂  0 and even are then allowed. We come back to r

ttiis point in Chapter 3. . , -

..'._ Although these problems could be handled if treated in a numerical

way, we start an investigation in Chapter 3 in which we make a more

extensive use of group theory. As was mentioned previously, for such

a treatment the TPA frame is preferable to the SPA frame.
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CHAPTER 3 MORE SYSTEMATIC GROUP-THEORETICAL APPROACH TO TPA

CLASSIFICATION

3« 1 Introduction

In this chapter we start a more systematic approach, based on

group theory, to obtain a complete set of symmetrized collective

states • We recall the conditions which have to be fulfilled by the

solutions:

a) They are to be invariant under the operations of the group 0.

b) They are to be linearly independent and complete, i.e. they should

neither be incomplete nor overcomplete.

c) The powers of a 2 2 occurring in the polynomial part of the wave

functions should be equal to J|K| or exceed £|K| by an even number.

d) One should be able to calculate matrix elements relatively easily.

The background of condition (c) is the following. The starting

point of our considerations being a description in laboratory

coordinates a. , we require the solutions to take the form of poly-

nomials in these coordinates times the ground state Gaussian. Taking

into account the transformation (2.5,6) to a22»a20 variables, we

conclude that in the polynomial part each of the arising D factors

in a single term has a v-value equal to 0, or ±2, according as to

it multiplies a factor a,0 or a»?» respectively. The product of a 2 Q

and a09 factors in a single term is therefore multiplied by a total
I*
U factor which satisfies condition (c). We note that in the SPA
description this condition corresponds to the subsidiary condition.

We also note that solving the Schrodinger equation for the original

Faessler-Greiner Hamiltonian (2.9) this condition is automatically

taken care of if the condition of regularity is imposed on the

solutions at the singular point a22a° °^ C^e corresponding Schrodinger

equation. In our case, by going from Hpfi to the simplified Hamiltonian
HTPA we naVe lost ^is singular point. For that reason we impose the

condition explicitly.

Note, however, that condition (c) is based on the simplest form

of a kinetic energy in laboratory coordinates, the quadratic kinetic

energy of the five-dimensional harmonic oscillator model. As soon as

one considers more general kinetic energy operators (Has80), it is
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conceivable chat one uses the kinetic energy in H^.pA (eq. (2.24)), as

a starting point, i.e. that one gives up condition (c). We come back

to this point shortly.

3.2 Preliminary considerations

Starting with the first condition we shall now concentrate on

some general group-theoretical aspects« As mentioned in section 2.1 we

introduce a classification of TPA states according to the group chain

rotational [ vibrational

SO(3) x ^U(2) jt U(2)7 (3.1)

U U

S0(2)

We shall clarify the various groups and relations in this scheme in

the following.

The total wave function must be invariant under the operations

of 0. We therefore need the transformations of the angle-dependent
I*part Dwg and the phonon parts under 0. The 24 elements of 0, i.e. the

a)

Fig. 3.1
a) Rotational symmetries of a aube (or a regular octahedron). Cn
indicates an n-fold rotational aymetry axis. 0 contains besides the
unit element four rotations over 120° about the body diagonals of the
aube and their inverse rotations (8Cs)y six rotations over 180° about
the axes connecting midpoints of opposite edges of the cube (6Cz)s
three rotations over 90° about the axes connecting midpoints of
opposite faces of the aube and their inverse rotations (6Cn) and three
rotations over 180° about the same axes (SCz=3Cl).
b) Nomenclature of Various points on the cube to denote the elements
of 0 explicitly (see table 2.5).
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Ai

Az
E

Ti

Xz

E

1

1

2

3

3

8C3

1

1

-1

0

0

3C2

1

1

2

-1

-I

6CZ

1

-1

0

-1

1

6C1»

1

- I

0

1

-1

Table 3,1
Character table of the octahedral
group 0. The irreducible
representations are given in the
conventional notation in molecular
and solid state applications
(Tin64).

identity element end the 23 elements indicated in fig. 3.1 can be

grouped into five classes. Consequently, 0 has five irreducible

representations. In the character table, table 3.1 (Tin64), the

conventional notation in molecular and solid state applications is

used for these irreducible representations.

We note that the group 0 is a subgroup of the group SO(3) of

three-dimensional rotations of the body-fixed frame generated by the

three body-fixed angular mpmentum components I ,, I , and 1 ,. As is

illustrated by eqs. (2.54) and (2.58) in particular, the set fo^}

for fixed I and M forms an irreducible representation D of this

SO(3). Since we have 0 <= S0(3), D is a representation, in general

reducible,of 0. The reduction to irreducible representations can be

carried out by means of the well-known formula

v a h I xAl*(R) *I(R) . • 0.2)
1 " R€0

for the number of Ai representations contained in D . Similar

formulae apply for A2, E, Ti and T2. The character X (R) of the

irreducible representation D for a rotation R over angle a is

given by

(3.3)
m=-I

while the characters X l(R) etc. are given in table 3.1. Carrying out

this reduction leads to the reduction table, table 3.2. Because of the

two-, three- and fourfold axes of rotation in 0 table 3.2 shows a

"periodicity" with period 12.

Notice that there is also a "laboratory" S0(3) generated by the

laboratory angular momentum components I , I and I , transforming the
x y z

M-values. This group commutes with the "body-fixed" SO(3).
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Table 3.2
Decomposition of representations
into irreduoible representations

D(I) of.
of 0.

SO (3)

D( 0+12k)

_.( l+12k)
D

D( 2+12k)

D( 3+12k)

D
D( 5+12k)

D( 6+12k)

D( 7+12k)

D( 8+12k)

D( 9+12k)

D(10+12k)

D(ll+12k)

Ai

1+k

0+k

0+k

0+k

1+k

0+k

1+k

0+k

1+k

1+k

1+k

0+k

Az

0+k

0+k

0+k

1+k

0+k

0+k

1+k

1+k

0+k

1+k

1+k

1+k

E

0+2k

0+2k

l+2k

0+2k

l+2k

l+2k

l+2k

l+2k

2+2k

l+2k

2+2k

2+2k

Ti

0+3k

l+3k

0+3k

l+3k

l+3k

2+3k

l+3k

2+3k

2+3k

3+3k

2+3k

3+3k

Tz

0+3k

0+3k

l+3k

l+3k

l+3k

l+3k
2+3k

2+3k

2+3k

2+3k

3+3k

3+3k

Now we turn to a preliminary study of the vibrational part of the
wave function. We start by going briefly into a pictorial representation
of the operations of the group 0 on the SPA coordinates, which will give
us the opportunity to explain in somewhat different terms our afore-
mentioned preference for thi. TPA classification. The isotropic body-
fixed SFA oscillator is conveniently described by considering ai , az
and as (see eq. (2*17)) as Cartesian coordinates in three-dimensional
ajaaas-space (see fig. 3.2). A displacement vector of the SPA oscillator
in this space has the spherical coordinates &, Y and 2cp*, indicated in
fig. 3.2. This follows from the previously introduced eqs. (2.17), (2.8)
and (2.13).

In these spherical coordinates eq. (2.72) reads:

J £ sinpY cosS ßp+q

iKl<t)l sinp(Y-2Tr/3) cosq(Y-2ir/3)

2Dj,K(-Tr/2,-TT/2,0) e iK'*' sinp(y+2TT/3) cosq(Y+2Tr/3)

sinPY cos
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Hg, 3.2
Spheriaal aoordinatea
in

Let us now consider the elements of 0 and take that of eq, (2.56)

an example. We then have the transformation

(3.4)

It is easily seen that this represents a rotation in the plane through

the displacement vector and the aa-axis. AV. transformations of 0 turn

out to correspond to such rotations» half of them accompanied by 180°

rotations about three axes in the above mentioned plane. Apparently,

in its operations on the vibrational coordinates, 0 reduces effectively

to the three-dimensional rotational symmetry group D3 of an equilateral

triangle located in that plane. We come back to this point shortly.

Since the orientation of each of the rotation axes involved is thus

correlated in some way with the displacement vector itself, the group

0 is not a subgroup of S0(3) in aiazas-space, nor even of the SU(3)

symmetry group of the isotropic aja2a3 harmonic oscillator. For that

reason, as we pointed out in the previous chapter, the SPA

classification looses much of its attractiveness from a group-

theoretical point of view.

A much more favourable situation prevails in the case of the TPA-

states. Therefore, from now on we restrict our attention to a

description in the plane through the displacement vector and the aa-

axis, in which we now have a two-dimensional TFA oscillator. We

represent this plane again in fig. 3.3, using as Cartesian coordinates

the TPA parameters a,0 and Jl a„2.
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Fig. 3.3
The ago* ^2 a^v-plane with the
Cartesian coordinates ago a>id f2
and the polar coordinates 3 and y

One of the polar coordinates is again ß. The second one we again

denote as y. Contrary to the three-dimensional polar angle in fig. 3.2,

however, it runs from 0 to 2ir.

In these coordinates eq. (3.4) reads

(COSY siny) •* (cosy siny)
-lfi\

(cos(y-2ir/3) sin(y-2ir/3)) .

"* > (3.5)

As we already pointed out in the foregoing, this represents a rotation

(over 2n/3) in the a^Q» vT a-n^plane- The same is again true for all

24 elements of 0, half of them being accompanied by 180° rotations

about three axes in the plane in a three-dimensional context (see

fig. 3.2), which can be considered also as reflections within the
a20* "^ a„_-plane. In total we then have rotations over 0, 2TT/3 and

-2TT/3 in this plane and reflections with respect to the a-.-axis and

two other axes in the plane under 2ir/3 with the a^Q-axis (see fig.

3.4). We repeat the conclusion that 0 operates effectively on the

vibrational part as a group Os, namely the symmetry group of the

equilateral triangle indicated in fig. 3.4. In other words, the 2*2

matrices in eq. (3.5) and its analogous equations for the remaining

23 elements of 0 form an irreducible representation E of 0, which is

at the same time a faithful irreducible representation of a sub-

group Da.

Note that D3 is a subgroup of 0(2) in the a^Q, Si a22-plane and

not of S0(2), due to its elements with determinant -1.

Since 0 operates on a„„ and Jl a.- according to its irreducible

representation E, polynomials in a„0 and a„„ will transform in a way

determined by the -direct product rules
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Fig. 3.4
Symmetries of the equilateral triangle.

A2

A2 ,

A2

following from the character table, table 3.1. None of the right-hand

sides contains a Ti or T2. As a consequence, polynomials will transform

exclusively according to Ai, A2 or E. The same is then true for all

vibrational wave functions, the expression a|„ + (/Fa..)2 occurring in

the Gaussian part of the states |n2On22
> being invariant under 0.

Therefore we can, with respect to the rotational part too, restrict

ourselves to the AiA2E-part of {Tkn,} because a Ti- or T2-part in

combination with the A]A2E vibrational part cannot lead to an invariant

wave function.

From table 3.1 and the transformation behaviour of the D _,
tlK.

functions it is easy to derive some properties. The AjA2E-part being

invariant under rotations over IT about the 1, 2 and 3 principal axes

in ordinary three-dimensional space, while the TiT2-part is not, it



follows that we can restrict ^D™} to the even-K part. With similar

arguments it follows that

for the Ai part: K = multiple of four,

for the A2 part: K ^ multiple of four, while

multiple of four,

multiple of four.
for the E part: H

3.3 The vibrational part

Let us now discuss the vibrational part in a more detailed way,

In classifying these states we try to embed the group D3 in a larger

group U(2), the representations of which may be used to define

additional quantum numbers, A favourable candidate is the U(2) group

of unitary matrices operating on the pair of coordinates (a«»» & a-.)•

This group consists of the unitary transformations among the a„0 and

v̂ F a,« coordinates 1 generated by the four ad/da products, These are

accompanied by associated transformations among the momenta, while in

general they mix oscillator creation and annihilation operators. It

is of interest to mention the real orthogonal subgroup 0(2) of U(2)

which is the rotation-reflection group in the a20, ^2 a22-plane and

does not mix creation and annihilation operators. We thus have the

group chain

U(2) => 0(2)= D 3 . (3.6)

Furthermore, it is of importance for the following to write the

generators of U(2) in the combinations

operator eigenvalue

mx = 2 (n20"n22}

my

m = •=- (magnetic quantum number in
20' z z the a2£),^a,

a20 "5ZT + ^ a22 •aTSaTT n2o + n22

in which n 2 Q and n 2 2 denote the powers of a2Q and a22, respectively.



It is easily seen that the first three combinations have commutation

relations typical for three-dimensional angular momenta and commute

with the fourth one. The former generate the SU(2) subgroup of U(2),

the latter a group U(l); U<2) - SU(2) x U(l). The third operator, half

the angular momentum in the a20» ^2 a^-plane, is the generator of the

rotational subgroup SO(2) of the rotation-reflection group 0(2) in

eq. (3.6).

Alternatively we might embed D 3 in a U(2) group of unitary trans-

formations among b 2 Q and b»»» accompanied by separate transformations

among the annihilation operators, and mixing coordinates with momenta.

This is the well-known U(2) symmetry group of the two-dimensional

isotropic harmonic oscillator. If one adheres to condition (o), the

first mentioned classification is to be preferred. Otherwise, the

second classification is more convenient. The treatments up to

condition (c) being completely parallel for these two classifications,

we give a description only for the first classification, for the sake

of definiteneas.

Since the coordinates commute we shall meet only with the totally

symmetric irreducible representations [n] of U(2), i.e. homogeneous

polynomials of degree n in fche coordinates. These are intimately

related with the irreducible representations V of the above-

mentioned SU(2) group for j a n/2,

ai
+ mx

where |00> is the harmonic oscillator ground state.

Alternatively, in interchanging the roles of the first and third

generator in eq. (3.7) we have the states

l00>

where a^ = (a2Q ± i JI a22)/V2~ and the associated momenta correspond

to quanta with definite angular momentum in the plane. Multiplied by

the ground state this gives rise to two-dimensional harmonic oscillator

states | JK>z
>i> consisting of homogeneous polynomials in a„0 and Jl a22,

with definite angular momentum values 2m in the plane, while the

analogous states |jmx> have definite powers of a 2 Q and /2 a22>
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The representation matrices of [n] differ from those of D J by

a phase-factor generated by the fourth of the operators (3.7). The

decomposition of [n] associated with the restriction of U(2) to Da

is easily derived using the group chain (3.6). The group 0 combines

all rotations in the plane of the Isotropie oscillator with a single

reflection within the plane» for instance that corresponding to the

interchange

a + *•*• a_ (3.10)

As s consequence, each of its irreducible representations combines the

states

Ü-V
and is therefore two-dimensional, except for ra - 0, in which case i t

z

is one-dimensional. It thus combines opposite values for m and is

therefore characterized by |m |.

From the known angular momentum content of the energy levels of

the two-dimensional ieotropic harmonic oscillator we 'obtain the

reduction table, table 3.3, for U(2) -+0(2).

The further reduction associated with the restriction 0(2) -»• D3

now distinguishes |m | values according to their being multiples of

3/2 or not: the group Da consists of rotations in the plane (see fig.

3.4) over multiples of 2IT/3 and of three ir rotations about the a,«-

axis and two other axes in the plane. We thus have the following

states and their corresponding transformation character under D3:

|i,"»? = P*|>+ |j.tnz = -p ' |> * A!

|j.m = p - | > - Ij.m - - p 4 > - A2 <3 'U>
z 2 2 2

U'V B ^ . 3
|j.-mz>

 z 2

where p stands for an integer. From table 3.3 we thus have the

reduction table 3.4. It is visualized in fig. 3.5.

We point out that the states (3.11) form a linearly independent

and complete set of vibrational states.
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Table 3.3
Decomposition of vepreaentations [n] of U(2)
into irreduaible representations of 0(2).

[0]

[1]

[2]

[3]

[4]

E5]

0

1

I

1

1/2

1

1

1

1

\

1

3/2 2 5/2
*

1

1

1 1

Table 3.4
Deaomposition of vepreaentations [n] of U(2)
into irveduaible representations of D%.

[0+6k]

[l+6k]

[2+6k]

[3+6k]

[4+6k]

[5+6k]

1+k

0+k

1+k

1+k

1+k

1+k

A?

0+k

0+k

0+k

1+k

0+k

1+k

E

0+2k

l+2k

l+2k

l+2k

2+2k

2+2k

3

3/2

1

y

/

/

/

zt
\ t

E

A1

A,A2

E

1

E

A1

/
E

A1A2

E

>

/

E

E

A1
i

m

E

A1A2

E

7

AT A

E

K

n
F%g. 3,5
Haualization of the deaompoaition of repreaentationa [n] of U(2) into
irreduaible repreaentationa Ai, Az and E of D3t given by eq. (3.11).
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3.4 The rotational part

Looking more closely at tables 3.2 and 3.4 we found a remarkable

correlation which was important for and was also explained by the

further developments: the AiAzE-part of D J for even I in table 3.2

and the AiA2E-content of [n] for n = 1/2 in table 3.4 correspond. This

suggests the possibility of a 1-1 correspondence between functions in

{ D L } space and states like |jm > or Ijm >, transforming identically

under O(Da). Actually, although it is possible to define such a 1-1

correspondence, it will turn out to be more convenient to define a

slightly different 1-1 correspondence, namely one for which

corresponding functions transform identically under the upper half of

the elements of 0 in table 3.5 and identically apart from a possible

change of sign under the lower half of the elements. This means that

in some cases Ai-functions correspond to A2-functiona and vice versa.

This difference in behaviour manifests itself only in the case of

"reflection"-Uke operations of 0 (i.e. corresponding to the three

reflections of Dj).

Let us introduce a pair of basic rotational functions of the type

|ijml > (here and in the following the subscript I attached to j and m

quantum numbers and to ket vectors distinguishes rotational from

vibrational functions):

i 9* 2*
*20 a " 71 <D22 * D2-2> '

2* (3.12)

X22 = D20 '

The transformations

(X20 X 2 2) - (X20 X 2 2) 5
(E)(R) (3.13)

of this pair under elements R of 0 define a set of 2x2 matrices of an

irreducible representation D of the group 0, i.e. effectively of

the group D3. The analogous transformation matrices for the pair

(a2Q /T a22) form an equivalent representation D ̂  ':

5(E)(R) *» ±D<E)(R) , (3.14)

the + sign applying for the upper half of the elements of 0 and the

- sign for the lower half. Both of these representations have been
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Table 3.5 . , ,„ , . . ,
Representation D{ and D of 0, The element Ra denotes
a rotation over a about the
conventional direction.

elements of 0

1 2 3

R cc ' „aa1 „dd1 „bb'
-2 i r /3 ' -2ir/3» R2TT/3* 2TT/3

„cc' _aa ' pdd' „bb'
2Tr/3* K2ir/3* *-2TT/3» -2tr/3

AA» BB'
TT/2* - r r /2 ' S1 • IT

Rir/2* - i r /2 ' \ • RTT

! x EE' -FF'
RTT/2* R-Tt/2* Rir ' RTT

axvs v*v ' in fig, 3.

D(B)
operation on

n
tU-11
[-1 -i/3]
[ i / 3 - 1 J

fl 0]
lo -ij

H 1/3]
[ ^ 1 J
f-l -1/3]
H/3" 1 J

^ioJ in the

5<E>
operation on

(X20 X22̂

(i l)

(-U-I1
(V-H

[ 1 0 ]
• [0 - i j

f-l 1/3]
"( 1/3" 1 J
_f-l -i/5]

[-1/3 1 J

given in table 3.5. Equation (3.14) follows from the fact that the

pairs
_ - 1* i o* •)* »

(3.15)/2 a,,) and (D,- -T ,2*

transform identically under 0, contrary to the pairs

,) and f- ;2+D^_2) D^o) (3.16)

defined above. For the construction of the matrices in table 3.5 we

made use of eqs. (2.54) and (2.56) for 1=2 and similar equations for

the other 0 transformations.

From the basic rotational wave functions (3.12) one can form

"rotated" basic wave functions of the type Ij.m, >, namely

1 , 2 * 2* \ i 2*

1 2 * i •» 9*

(3.17)
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Note that in equations (3.12) and (3.17) the left-hand subscripts

of the Wigner D-functions all equal 2. This facilitates the angular
I*momentum coupling of products of IX-. functions. Because all angular

momenta are then stretched, a product of p factors x leads to a sum
I*of Din, functions in which I = 2p only.

We point out here that essentially our treatment consists of

dealing with quantities, which in the first instance look like spin 2

objects, as with spin J objects.

The definitions analogous to eqs. (3.8) and (3.9) now read

and

At this point we should note, that there are alternatives for

eq. (3.12), mixing X 2 Q
 and X99' Especially the choice, consisting of

essentially interchanging X 2 0
 an<i X59 "* accordance with eq. (3.15)

would seem more convenient. However, for dealing with the conditions

(b) and (c) the choice (3.12) is preferable.

From group theory it is clear that the functions !jim
]z

> are

linearly independent since they belong to different irreducible sub-

spaces with respect to various groups. From the afore-mentioned 1-1

correspondence between tables (3.2) and (3.4) it also follows that

they form a complete set of functions within the even-I, even-K sub-

space of rotational functions. In the next section we discuss the

completeness in the odd-I, even-K subspace.

3.5 Combination of rotational and vibrational parts

At this point we know the transformation properties of the D._-

functions and of the vibrational parts separately. The next step is

to combine the two parts to invariant combinations. We shall first

concentrate on the even-I states. The I-value determines the quantum

number j. in the angular part |jtm. > while the j-value in the

vibrational part |jm > equals |n.
2
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When we would simply combine rotational functions with vibrational

states to form the product states |jjm. jmz> = |j,miz>|jmz> we would

obtain the structure of the direct product group U(2)*U(2). However,

we want to apply symmetry operations simultaneously on both parts,

thus restricting ourselves to its subgroup [Da]2. By simultaneous

transformations» indicated by the notation []2 we mean transformations

for which the associated 2x2 matrices are different for the pairs

(3.16) but equal for the pairs (3,15). In the special case of [D3]2

these are the transformations in table 3.5, induced by a common inter-

change of the principal axes in ordinary space.

In order to find combined wave functions being invariant under

[Da]2, we are going to decompose irreducible representations [n.]x[n]

of U(2)*U(2) under the restriction of this group to [D3]
2. This

decomposition could most conveniently be carried out by means of the

group chain

U(2) x u(2) = [U(2)]z => [0(2)]2 => [D 3]
2 , (3.20)

similar to the group chain (3.6). However, this would make it

difficult to impose condition (c). Instead, we adopt the group chain

U(2) x U(2) => {U(2)}2 => {O(2)}2 => {D 3}
2 . (3.21)

Contrary to the above-mentioned simultaneous transformations, the

present ones, indicated by O 2 , have associated 2*2 matrices equal for

the pairs (3.16), but different for the pairs (3.15). Once we have

found wave functions with a simple behaviour under {Da}2, it will turn

out to be relatively easy to find their behaviour under [Da]2.

We point out that reduction according to the more difficult group

chain (3.21) is not necessary if we do not impose condition (c), as

discussed in the beginning of this chapter.

Let us now turn to the decomposition according to (3.21). The

subspace of states |j.m. jm > with specific j. and j values yields a

(2j,+l)(2j+l)-dimensional irreducible representation [n.]x[n] with

nj - 2jj and n = 2j of U(2)*U(2). Its decomposition under the

restriction to (U(2)}2 can be carried out by considering only the

SU(2) subgroup involved. Under SU(2)xSU(2) •> {SU(2)}Z we have the

decomposition

X D
(i) „
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Note that the irreducible representations of (SU(2)}2 are equal to
those of SU(2). The irreducible representations of {U(2)F differ
from D ^ by an overall phase factor. The representations D̂  ^ are
associated with the functions

|(J,jKWz>= ^ (Jlm,aJmB|^z) |j1mlz>!jmz> . (3.23)
m.m

coupling j . and j to a definite "total angular momentum" J (see

Chapter O» or with the equivalent set |(j.j)^W >.

Subsequently we turn to the restriction {U(2)}z •*• (0(2)}2. This

step is similar to the one below eq. (3.9). The result is a combination

of states 1 (jji)e7itfz> with opposite M^ values. The reflection (3.10) is

now generalized to

a+ ** a_ , X+ •"" X_ • (3-24)

Under this simultaneous reflection we have fvom (3.IS) and a symmetry
property of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients:

mlzmz

= (-) j | + j^ |(j,jV-Mz> . (3.25)

The next step is {0(2)}2 -•• {D3}2. To obtain an Ai or A2 state,

M has to be a multiple of 3/2. From (3.25) we obtain the following
z

A], Az and E types of states

with Af = multiple of 3/2
z

A2: |(J1J)Jriy> - (~)JI J Kjjjy-M > (3.26)
with Af = multiple of 3/2

E :

z

with Af ^ multiple of 3/2

We now want to know the behaviour of these states under [Da]2. There,

is no difference in behaviour under the determinant +1 part of D3.

As a consequence .the set of A1A2 functions under {D3}2 coincides with

the A1A2 set under [Da]2. To discriminate between Ai and A2 functions
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under [Da]2 it is sufficient to consider their behaviour under one

determinant -1 operation. For this we choose the rotation over ir about

the principal axis 3 in ordinary space, i.e.

. , • « . . x. *-x, • a27)

Note the difference with (3.24). We then obtain

2j. being the number of X factors. The result is

with M = multiple of 3/2z

(3.29)

E :

with Mz « multiple of 3/2

with M i* multiple of 3/2
z

This leads to the totally invariant function

(3.30)

with j , =1/4

j = n/2

Mz = multiple of 3/2 .

Now we turn to the odd-I values. Again it is interesting to notice

a correspondence. From the product rules (Tin64)

A2 x Ai - A2 , A2 x Az = Ai and A2 x E = E (3.31)

it follows that the AiA2E-part of D^
1"3^ in table 3.2 multiplied by

A2 coincides with the AiA2E-content of D ^ for odd-I values. This
I*suggests a 1-1 correspondence between a linear combination of D

functions (odd-I) and ( D ^ - D ^ ) | j jmlz> with jj = (I-3)/4. This is

a coupling of stretched angular momenta, leading only to DMV functions,
3* 3*while the linear combination (D_„-D3 .) transforms according to A2.
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The functions li.m. > for different m. being linearly independent,
i iz_* _A iz

also the products (D^-D, 0) j ,m, > will be. Thus, the functions
(1-3)|j.m. > spanning the full AiAzE-subapace of D v , the functions

^D32~D3-2^-hml > 8pan tne ful1 Ai A* E~ s u b sP a c e of D > iie< are

together linearly independent and complete in the odd-I, even-K

aubapace.

Construction of invariant combinations of vibrational parts and

functions for odd-I values is now quite analogous to the case of

even-I. First we couple |jj=(I-3)/4,mjz> with the vibrational part to

an A2 function (see eqs. (3.26) and (3.29)) and then we combine this
3* 3*

with (D32~D3-2^ to an i n v a r^ a n t wave function

-D

with j, = (I-3)/4

j • n/2

Mz - multiple of 3/2 .

With this, the construction of wave functions with the proper symmetry

is completed. The states (3.30) and (3.32) form a linearly independent

and complete set of invariant total wave functions.

* At this point it is appropriate to remind the reader of the fact

that the final expressions of this section apply also to the alternative

classification scheme in terms of creation and annihilation operators,

mentioned at the beginning of this chapter. In that case the equations

(3.30) and (3.32) are the final results and the next section can be

skipped.

3.6 Requirement for powers of a„„

The condition (c) is most easily handled in terms of functions
1 1 ] 1— ' 2* 2*

|jmx> and IJj"»^ since the powers of a22 and j/2 (
D22+D2-2^ are wel*

defined numbers in this basis. We shall first concentrate on the even-I

states and we translate Che function (3.30) to the x-quantization basis

by rotating over —ir/2 about the y-axis.

J ^ ^ l + H ^ " ^ ) (3.33)
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In this equation we have made use of the relation
dAf -M <rv/2) = (-)J~Mx 4, M (-ir/2). In each term in the last line of

equation (3,33), the power of a „ is a well-defined number which equals

(j-m ), while the values of |K| range from 0 to 2(j |+n>|x) and are even.

The condition (c) thus reads

or (3,34)

From eq. (3.33) it follows that the symmetrization requirements with

respect to plus and minus M has in the M -basis the form: M -(j-j.) even.

Solutions satisfying the conditions (a) and (c) thus obey

0 Mz = multiple of 3/2

2) W x - (j-jj) = even, equivalent to syrametrization (3.35)

according to eq. (3.30)

3) M X < Ci-i !>

Before treating these conditions in a systematic way, we shall

investigate some examples to gain more insight.

Let us first consider j,=j=l which means 1=4 and n=2. From

(3.33.1) the quantum numbers JM can be equal to 00, 10 or 20. From

the symmetrization (3.35.2) it follows that =7=1 is not acceptable.

The function |00> obeys (3.35.3), while for J*>2 also M =2>(j-j )
X , 1

occurs. Because only one solution with J=l exists, it is not possible

to cancel the M =2 part by linear combination of various functions.
A

Thus there exists only one acceptable solution

|(ii)oo> ^ [|nx>Ji-ix> - |iox>,|iox> + |i- ix>,
1 f 2* 2* 2 » 2* 2* 2* 9*^ i

3 " 2((D22+D2-2> a22 + 2(D22+D2-2) D2Oa22a20 + °20 a2oJ

%aJ 2 |g .s .> (3.36)

where |g.s.> denotes the ground state Gaussian.

As another example we take (jjj) = (01). From conditions (3.35.1,2)

it follows that the only acceptable solution is ((01)10 >. The values
z

of A/x can be ±1, which fulfill condition (3.35.3). We thus have
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In cases where no subscript x or z is attached to the numerical value

of a magnetic quantum number we mean the z-component.

As a final example we take (j.j) • (1,7). The states, satisfying

the requirements (3.35.1,2) are given by

|(17)60> + |(17)60> ,

|(17)63> -

|(17)66> +

|(17)73> +

|(17)76> -

|(17)80> + |(17)80>

|(17)83> -

|(I7)86> +

Out of these states, the J"6 and <7=7 states satisfy the condition

(3.35.3). On the other hand, in the three J™8 states, an Af -8 component

occurs which is greater than (j-j.) • 6. By linear combination we can

form two acceptable «7™8 states in which the M -8 components cancel.
A

With arguments, similar to those in the previous examples, one can

easily construct the table 3.6 for j,j. £ 5/2.

To be able to make more general statements we shall now investigate

the construction of acceptable wave functions with definite I and n

more systematically. From eq. (3.35) we see that with respect to these

conditions only the number V=(j-j.) is important besides Jt and not j

and jj separately. This is also illustrated by table 3.6. This statement

is rather important. It enables one to formulate the problem in more

general terms: in a (2J+1)-dimensional D space find states with M
z

equal to a multiple of 3/2t while M may not exceed a given number \i.
SO

A second statement refers to the method of construction of these

states. We have simply to select those linear combinations
I c (|(j,j)JAfz=p-3/2> + (-/~

(J"Jl)|(J1J)t7,Mz=-p.3/2> , (3.38)
P

even >0

which are orthogonal to the linear combinations

(3.391

for all M values exceeding y by an even number >0.
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Table 3.6
Acceptable states for various numbers n of phonons
according to formalism of this chapter. The total
angular momentum I and the quantum numbers jj* 3*
J* \Mz\t introduced in this chapter* are given for
each state.

n

0

1

2

3

4

5

h
0

1/2

1

1/2

0

3/2

1

1/2
0

2

3/2

1

1/2

0

5/2

2

3/2

1

1/2

0

j

0

1/2

I
1

I

3/2

3/2

3/2

3/2

2

2

2

2

2

5/2

5/2

5/2

5/2

5/2

5/2

J

0

0

0

3/2

1

0

3/2

1

3/2

0

3/2

1

3

3

3/2

5/2

2

0

3/2

1

3

3

3/2

5/2

2

3
5/2

l\l
0

0

0

3/2

0

0

3/2

0

3/2

0
3/2

0

M
3 /
3/2

3/2

0

0

3/2

0

3 i

3/2

3/2

0

3

3/2

I

0

2

4

2

0

6

4
2

0

8

6

4

4

2

2

0

10

8

6

6

4
4
2

2
0
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Let us now derive a general formula for the number of acceptable

states for given j. and j. For integral J (i.e. integral VO it is

easily seen that the number N1 of invariant functions, satisfying

conditions (3.35.1,2), equals

ü ^ ü ^ 1 , (3.40)

while the number of, in principle admissable, /^-values which do not

satisfy (3.35.3) is given by

. (3.41)

The square brackets denote the entier-function and "int" is an

abbreviation for integral. The number of functions, satisfying all

conditions (3.35), thus equals

Ne(«r,vi*int) = - V-V) + (tu] + Cj] + 1 (3.42)

or 0, when the right-hand side is negative. The subscript e denotes

even-"! values. The value (3.42) turns out to apply for J £ 3y, while

the value 0 holds otherwise. The summation over the possible J-values

can readily be carried out. Taking into account a maximum J-value

J = 3u» the summation over J yields

e , 1 , ,
J

* w,-.) i ^ l • | [ J^ ] 2 - (i-j,-! J
(3.43)

for 3U=>3(i-j j)Ki+j,>, while for 3y<j+j ,

I Ne(J,u=int) - (iyz+iv+l) • 4 [ ^ V - ( U - I ) ^ ] . (3-44)

For half-integral li-values a similar derivation is possible. The
results are given by

N^.y-half-int) = f ^ ] - 1 ^ ] , (3.45)

y>(i*j,>* I Ne(J,u-half-int) - - [3

(3.46)
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- U P$ . (3-47)

"half-int" standing for half-integral.

Now we turn to the odd-I values. The derivation is analogous to

the case of even I. Again we translate the function (3.32) to the x-

quantization basis:

w - < - » > I i«ii*v 4M ̂ /« <« - (-A-(i-J1)}
M x z
* (3.48)

•d' C-TT/2) {1 - (-)^
X Z

3* 3*
Due to the CD32"D3-2^ f a c t o r» condition (c) now reads

or (3.49)

For odd-I values solutions satisfying the conditions (a) and (c) obey:

1) Mz - multiple of 3/2

2) Mx - (j-jj) •* odd, equivalent to symmetrization (3.50)

according to eq. (3.32)

From these conditions, the construction of acceptable wave functions

is straightforward, once the construction for even-I values is

understood. We shall confine ourselves to giving the result for the

numbers of acceptable states, equivalent to the equations (3.42) to

(3.47). For integral u,J-values we have

N (eT,u-int) » max
o

• &
(3.51)

where the subscript o denotes odd-I values. From this equation it

follows directly that there are no acceptable states for y<l:
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I No(«T,y=int) = 0 (3.52)
J

For U>1 we obtain

(3.53)
and

v>i. i+i,>3y-3; Z No(/,y=int) - j y(y-l) + | [^]* - <y-i>[^] .
* (3.54)

The equations for half-integral y,^-values read

Ho(J,U-ha«-int) - -

y<l: X N„(iT»y-hal£-int) « 0 ,

J °

M>«, J+i,13y-3: I No(J,y-half-int) - - [
J

(3.56)
and

- y

(3.57)

We shall now draw some conclusions from these equations. From

eqs. (3.42) and (3.45) it is easily seen that there are no acceptable

solutions for y<0, i.e. for j.^j, in the case of even-I values. This

might be expected from an angular momentum argument based on the five-

dimensional harmonic oscillator eigenstates. Starting from such a

state with V quanta and writing it as a polynomial of degree v in

{a_ } we can use the transformation equation (2.5) to write it as a

polynomial of degree V in a o n la o o. The coefficients are products of
2* o* i*

at most V factors D -» D . or D'f 2* Coupling the angular momenta

involved one ends up with DcL functions with I-values up to 2V only.

A by-product of this argument is that apparently the laboratory

v-phonon states can be expanded in the subset of TPA states with j^Jv.

In this connection we would like to express the oonjeoture that also
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the reverse is true: any TPA state with the vibrational quantum number

j satisfying the conditions (3.35) can be expanded in laboratory phonon

states with a number of phonons N£2j.

If this conjecture is true, the previous equations (3.43) to

(3.57) can also be interpreted as explicit formulae for the number of

laboratory phonon states of given I and N. To our knowledge such

formulae have not been published before. Up to N=18, the limit to

where we have checked the formulae in this sense, they proved to be

correct.

We shall complete this section by some remarks on two aspects

which may be of interest with respect to the construction of acceptable

linear combinations of wave functions. The first concerns the J -

operator, the angular momentum operator with respect to the z-axis in

the fictitious spin J space. When operating on an acceptable state

with M^j?, it yields another acceptable state with M^<p+l, He may

start by constructing the linear combination with the minimum value

of p and apply J_ so long as th« actual value of p does not exceed y.

The second aspect concerns multiplication of an acceptable wave

function with an invariant vibrational part. For instance,

multiplication of a state with j =1/2 and j=l/2 with the invariant

(3.37) leads to an invariant wave function with j,=l/2, j=3/2. However,

in general this operation will mix ^-values. As yet, it is not clear

how this aspect can facilitate the construction of TPA states in our

scheme.

3.7 Calculation of matrix elements

In this section we shall make some general observations concerning

condition (d). For the states constructed in the preceeding sections

to be an easily manageable basis, it is of importance that matrix

elements can be readily calculated. The kind of matrix elements to be

calculated varies widöiy and depends on the problem studied. For

instance, when calculating eigenstates of a more general potential

energy surface combined with a more general kinetic energy we have to

deal with matrix elements of general kinetic and potential energy

operators (Hes80), being polynomials in vibrational momenta and

coordinates and in D*-£unctions and body-fixed angular momentum

components. Electromagnetic transition probabilities lead to electro-
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magnetic multipole operators which are also expressible as such, while

in scattering buiutiiations too matrix elements of stich polynomials are

to be calculated.

As yet, the calculation of matrix elements has not been studied

in detail. In Chapter 5 we shall present a non-typical example, in the

context of the scattering calculations for 6HZn+p. It is non-typical

because it involves relatively low phonon numbers (a typical example

would call for the aid of a computer). Nevertheless, to seme extent

it illustrates the usefulness of the formalism of this thesis. In this

section we confine ourselves to giving some general remarks.

It will become clear below that the calculation of matrix elements

is carried out most conveniently when the vibrational states are given

in the coordinate representation, i.e. the representation by means of

powers of a 2 Q and &22 or a± coordinates. If the states are given in

the Fock representation |n20
 n22>> i-e" *-n terms °£ creation and

annihilation operators, they are rather easily translated in Hermite

polynomials using

!»20 n22 > = <K/ir)i <n20! n22 !

H (K* i/2 a,-) |g.s.> , (3.58)H
n22

(B2C2)
i/h

Subsequently, we set ourselves the task to write the states

> (vibrational part in powers of vibrational coordinates)
2

as a sum of products of rotational and vibrational functions. We have

m l z m z

>|jV (3.59)

yj]+mlz i J J

By a -ir/2 rotation similar to that in eq. (3.33), i.e.

l I I i ! • < 3 ' 6 0 )

the product of X+ functions may be expressed in a product of x2n
 a n d
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X,,9 func t ions . The l a t t e r may conveniently be r e w r i t t e n as fol lows:

X20 X22 = ( " I 1 ^ t D 2 2 + D 2 - 2 ^ ^D20^

(p+lK p+iK p-jK - (p- jK) |2p K)
K=-2p

[(2020|40)(2040|60)...(2O(I-2p-2)O|(I-2p)0)

(l-2p 0 2p K|I K) D J * I > R (3.61)

in which p • ii+Wjx
 an<* I = 4jj« Substituting this in eq. (3.59) we

obtain a final expression of the form

(3,62)

with M i I.

States for lower M values can be obtained by the laboratory step-

down ladder operator l-il. The same coefficients q then turn out to
x y

be also applicable for lower M values: this leads to the linear

combinations in the right-hand side of eq. (3.62) with M - I replaced

by a general H. The calculation thus reduces to one in terms of the

factorized functions in the right-hand side of eq. (3.62).

Since additional D-functions and body-fixed I.,I , operators

operate only on the rotational degrees of freedom while the vibrational

coordinates and momenta operate only on the vibrational part, each

matrix element is in this way expressed in factorized rotational and

vibrational integrals.

The operations of the body-fixed angular momentum components on
I*
Jj functions are easily carried out. The resulting integral over threeWigner D-functions is handled using product rules and orthogonality

relations (Bri62).

In dealing with the vibrational part one should take into account

the form of the collective volume element (Eis70):

dt => d9i sinBz d82 d63 ß" dß |sin3Y| dY . (3.63)

The ß-integral can be dealt with in a straightforward way. The y-part

involves integrals of the form
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/ dY |sin3Y| e**Y . (3-64)
0

The function |sin3y| has a six-fold rotation symmetry. Therefore the

integral vanishes except for m values which are equal to multiples

of 6. For such a value the integral equals

- & • (3.65)

Although we did as yet not try out this approach for high phonon

numbers the foregoing discussion suggests that the calculation of

matrix elements is rather straightforward and represents a

simplification relative to the approach of Chacon et al,, adopted by

the Frankfurt group (Hes80). We stress again, however, that a

definitive conclusion can only be drawn after a full-scale application

of the approach.
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CHAPTER A A NEW METHOD TO APPROXIMATE COUPLED EQUATIONS EOR

SCATTERING1"

4.1 Introduction

In the past decades the theories of nuclear and molecular

scattering have shown a number of parallel developments! such as the

common application of the Feshbach theory of resonances and the semi-

classical theory for molecular scattering as compared to the scattering

of heavy ions in nuclear physics. The present chapter is devoted to

another common field of interest: the development of methods to reduce

the computational effort in coupled channel calculations.

The coupled channel theory of (in)elastic scattering and reactions

is based on the expansion of the wave function, describing the total

system of the collision partners, in a set of states for the internal

degrees of freedom and the relative angular motion. The expansion

coefficients depend on the relative distance r. For each r they give

the relative probability amplitudes for the various states of internal

degrees of freedom and angular motion. They satisfy Schrödinger's

equation, here in the form of a set of coupled radial differential

equations.

Until some years ago, the DWBA (Distorted Wave Born Approximation)

was a common method to simplify this set of equations. The coupling

terms are then treated as first order perturbation. More recently, the

interest has shifted to a more exact treatment, able to deal with

stronger transitions and more-step processes. Solving the full coupled

equations, subject only to an inevitable truncation of the set of

internal and angular states, is now a widely adopted procedure. Such

calculations are often very cumbersome, especially due to the rapid

increase of the computational effort with the number of channels

Published in J.Phys.A: Math.Gen, J2 (1980) 1665 by B.J. Verhaar,
W.J.G. Thijssen and A.M. Schulte.

,U,I,

One of the difficulties which stand in the way of an easy
communication between the two fields is the different terminology.
The coupled channel method for nuclear reactions is commonly
referred to as close coupling method in molecular scattering.
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included. From this point of view it is desirable to introduce,

besides new numerical methods, physical approximations which are more

justified than the DWBA.

In the following we shall consider two of these. We start with

the coupled channel (CG) equations. In matrix notation these equations

have the form

R"(r) - A(r)R(r) , (4.1)

where a prime denotes differentation with respect to the radial

distance r, R is an N-dimensional vector and A an N*N matrix• The

problem of finding solutions to these equations is simplified

considerably if these exist r-independent Hsrmitian commutators of

As [C,A] = 0. As in well known this gives rise to a partial decoupling

of the problem.

In the situation that we consider, the matrix A itself does not

have such commutators, but it has after subtraction of a constant

diagonal matrix D: A =• L; + (A - D), In the adiabatic or energy sudden

(ES) approximation (Ver77, Sch78, Kha78), the elements of this matrix

D are essentially differences of excitation energies of the scatterer.

In the ES-approximation these are assumed to be so small that the

matrix A can be replaced by (A - D). usually this is interpreted

classically to correspond to slow internal motion of the scatterer.

In another approximation, which is referred to as centrifugal

sudden (CS) approximation in molecular scattering theory (Ino57,

McG74), the matrix D has a simple l/rz radial dependence. The angular

momentum dependent centrifugal barrier is replaced by an ^-independent

one. The matrix D contains the differences between these barriers and

thus is r-dependent. Again the matrix D is neglected.

4.2 Formulation of the method

Essentially due to the introduction of additional commutators

the ES and CS approximations have been shown to give rise to a

considerable simplification of scattering problems to which they are

In this chapter we restrict ourselves to this short description of
the two approximations. A more extensive explanation is postponed
to chapter 5.
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applicable. In this chapter we propose a method by which the field of

application of the approximations can be extended. Let us first look

at the ES approximation from a classical point of view. If the

internal motion of the scatterer is not slow enough to permit it to be

considered 'frozen' during the entire collision, it may still be slow

enough to permit frozen interral coordinates for shorter time inter-

vals.

Inspired by this observation, in the stationary quantum mechanical

description we correspondingly subdivide the r-axis in a number of

limited radial intervals. In each interval we neglect the matrix D. As

mentioned above, this is advantageous for finding solutions R. At the

interval boundaries we apply a certain transformation on the solution

to correct for neglecting the matrix D. Thus each component of the

solution R has discontinuities at the points separating the intervals.

The kind of transformation to be applied is suggested by a second

observation.

Over larger radial intervals outside the interaction region the

ES wave function R provides a bad approximation: differences in channel

wave numbers, determined by the elements of the matrix D, no matter how

small, give rise ts-arbitrarily large phase changes in ingoing and out-

going waves at large distances. A better approximation is obtained if

the ES approximation is only used to calculate the coefficients of

ingoing and outgoing waves, i.e. the S-matrix. Classically this

procedure means that the internal degrees of freedom need to be frozen

only during the interaction process. Outside this time interval the

exact evolution of the system is trivial.

This leads us to define in the interaction region for each of

the channels i, a pair of basis waves together with their adiabatic

counterparts and to determine for each of the radial intervals the

matrix transforming the coefficients of the waves on one side of the

interval into those on the other side, using the ES approximation.'

This matrix is then taken over in the exact case, but to transform

the coefficients of non-adiabatic waves. The latter are then defined

In the next chapter an alternative for this transformation is
considered together with the present one. The order of convergent
of the solution obtained, as a function of the interval length h,
is equal in both cases.
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so as to take into account correctly the amplitude and the phase

changes due to 'diagonal propagation' within the channels. To ensure

this we take them to be (easily obtainable) linearly independent

solutions f^ and g^ of equation (4.0* including only the diagonal

part of A. We write

R. = 3if• + bjg. , R! = a.f1 + b.g! ,

the coefficients being r-dependent in general. The adiabatic basis

waves are similarly defined by equation (4.1) with A replaced by the

diagonal part of A - D, The above mentioned transformation is unique

as soon as a correspondence between adiabatic and non-adiabatic waves

f. and g. is defined» We make use of the freedom in choosing f^ and

g. to make the adiabatic and non-adiabatic transformations from rj to

r2 as closely identical as possible, in the following sense: the

matrices are to be identical to the highest possible order in

h • r2 - rj. This requirement can be handled by expanding the

transformation matrix following from the differential equations

(4.2)

in a Taylor series around ri and identifying for each of the matrix

elements adiabatic and non-adiabatic terms of equal order in h. The

differential equations are derived by (a) differentiating the previous

expression for R. and equating it to the expression for R.,

(b) differentiating the latter and relating it to the functions R.

through equation (4.1), and (c) making use of the uncoupled equations

for f^ and g^.

We find that the adiabatic and non-adiabatic basis waves (f.,g.

and f-,g-, respectively) shall be equal in ri, together with their

first derivatives. As a consequence the corresponding coefficients

too are identical in ri and the procedure of taking over the adiabatic

transformation matrix from rj to T2 reduces to taking over the

adiabatic coefficients in the non-adiabatic case, i.e. combining them

with a pair of non-adiabatic basis waves. Distinguishing also other

adiabatic quantities with a bar, the transformation at t2 thus takes

the form
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Ri=aifi+bi*i

RUa.f!+b.i!
(4.3)

where a tilde denotes our corrected solution» From the differential

equations (4,2) we find that in r\

5! - .! . II

As a consequence the corrected solution at rz has a value and a

derivative correct to order h2. The coefficients start to differ in

the order h3, so one would expect a discrepancy in our corrected

solution in this order. It turns out» however, that the corrected

value is correct to one order higher, due to compensation of h3 errors

in the coefficients a. and b.. This compensation does not take place

in the case of the first derivatives. It follows that our corrected

solution is better by two orders in h, compared with the adiabatic

solution» both with respect to value and to first derivative. Because

in many cases the adiabatic approximation is not so badly satisfied,

it is expected that our method will then give good results with sub-

division in only a small number of intervals. It should be noted that

the results obtained with our method converge to the CC result with

increasing number of intervals.

Note furthermore that the linear transformation (4.3), i.e.

(4.4)

has the convenient property that its determinant equals 1. As a

consequence the generalized Wronskians for the coupled channels are

conserved. The corrected solutions therefore share this feature with

the exact CC solutions.

With this our method is fully described. We want to make some

additional remarks, which are of practical use when applying the

method. The first one concerns alternative formulations of the method.

In the given formulation a Taylor series expansion around n is used

to obtain the optimal correspondence between exact and adiabatic basis

a

fi «i

£ i »1
î ii"

i °i

-1

r2

h
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waves. It is also possible, however, to make that expansion around rz,

which results in equal function values and first derivatives in r2,

and in a transformation, similar to (4.4), of the adiabatic wave

function at the beginning of the interval rj. Therefore in this case

we start with a transformation at the beginning of the interval and

after that we integrate adiabatically from n to r2. The order of

convergence in this formulation is the same as in the previous one.

Which formulation is preferred depends on the variation of the coupling

strength in the interval.

Second, we point out that essentially the same method as described

above can be applied if the CS approximation is considered, by itself

or in combination with the ES approximation.

4.3 Two-channel scattering model

We have tested our method in a two-channel scattering model. The

two channels have different internal states and different orbital

angular momentum A. The potential is characteristic for nuclear

scattering: 40 MeV nucleon scattering by a target nucleus with mass

1 . Q -

Fig. 4.1
Approximate wave function (full curve)* aompared with coupled
ahannel result (dashed curve). Note the discontinuities at the
interval separation points* where the adiabatic wave function
is upgraded almost to the coupled ahannel function. Vertical
axis in arbitrary units.
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lOr-

SCS

Fig. 4.2
Typical S-matrix elements in
the ES and CS approximations,
as a function of the number of
inten>alst ocmpared with CC.
The curves are guides to the
eye. Given are Re Sz+a (full
curve)i -Im 52-w» (dashed curve)
and Im Si»-w, (dashed-dot curve).

number of intervals

CS\
\

\
\

SSL.

3 4 5 6
number of intervals

Fig. 4.3
Same as fig. 4.2 for second set
of channels: -Im S6-MS (full
curve)j Im Se+a (dashed curve)
and Im Ss -̂s (dashed-dot curve).
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number A = 60. The diagonal elements of the potential matrix have

Woods-Saxon form, the non-diagonal elements are proportional to the

first derivative of this form. The depth of the potential well is

50 MeV and the strength of the coupling potential corresponds to a

deformation parameter 62 = 0.2. A Coulomb potential does not influence

our conclusions essentially and is not taken into account.

We first consider the ES approximation. In fig. 4.1 we show an

example of a CC wave function» together with the wave function obtained

with our method. Note the discontinuities between the intervals.

Apparently the CC wave function is reproduced very well after

correction. In fig. 4.2 we show resulting S-matrix elements for a set

of &=2 and Ä=4 channels, with excitation energies of 5 and 0 MeV,

respectively, as a function of the number of intervals. In the same

figure the horizontal lines give the corresponding CC results, with

which we should compare. The intervals are chosen to be shortest in

the coupling region (i.e. around the nuclear surface). Fig. 4.3 shows

similar results for a second set of channels with the A-values replaced

by 6 and 8, respectively. The convergence to the CC results is shown

clearly. In table 4.1 some full S-matrices are given for the first set

of channels. The agreement of the ordinary ES approximation with the

CC calculations is *?oor. Our method, however, gives already

satisfactory results with subdivision in 6 intervals even for the

large energy separation of 5 MeV between the internal states. The

accuracy is expected to be sufficient relative to the accuracy

Table 4.1
Two-channel S-matrix in tioo approximations: energy sudden
+ corrections in 6 intervals and ordinary energy sudden
approximation3 compared with coupled channel result (for
channel quantum numbers see text).

0.75-0.00i 0.09-0.65^1 coupled channel

0.09-0.65i 0.72+0.22iI

0.74-0.00t 0.10-0.66^1 energy sudden approximation

0.10-0.66i 0.70+0.22i| in 6 intervals

1 0.45-0.25i -0.01-0.85i| ordinary energy sudden

-0.01-0.85i 0.46+0.24&J approximation
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Table 4.2
S-matrix in centrifugal sudden approximation + corrections with
subdivision in 8 intervalst compared viih coupled ahannel result
and ordinary CS result.

0.51-0.782 0.08+0.35-i*| coupled channel

0,08+0.352 0.80+0.4821

0.51-0.782 0.08+0.3521 centrifugal sudden approximation

0.08+0.352 0.80+0.492J in 8 intervals

0.99-0.072 -0.04-0.12^1 ordinary centrifugal sudden

•0,04-0,122 0.82-Q.562J approximation

normally required for coupled channel calculations in view of

experimental errors. The.results for other strongly coupled channels

are comparable. ; ;:. 7~"7~r~-'-"r- — « - -

The remaining curves in figs. 4.2 and 4.3 give corresponding CS

results. Table 4.2 again gives full S-matrices relative to the CS

approximation for the second set of channels. The figures illustrate

the general tendency of the CS values to be somewhat worse than ES

values. This tendency is confirmed by S-matrices based on the ordinary

ES and CS approximations. In the CS case too we obtain satisfactory

results, here with subdivision in 8 intervals. Results for other

strongly coupled channels are again similar.

4.4 Conclusions

We conclude that with our method a sufficient accuracy can e

obtained with a reasonable number of intervals. From the number if

intervals needed in our calculations, it is expected that in actual

calculations with our method a considerable reduction of computation

time can be obtained with respect to coupled channel calculations.

It should be noted that in the foregoing illustrations of the

principle and correctness of our method we solved the ES and CS radial

equations relative to the basis set of the more exact CC equations.

The approximations, however, are advantageous only if we transform to

a basis adapted to the above-mentioned commutators C.
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CHAPTER 5 THE ESCS APPROXIMATION IN INTERVALS

5,1. Introduction

In the ädiabatic or sudden approximation the internal Hamiltonian

H. of the acatterer, i.e. the target nucleus, is replaced by a c-

number e. In the corresponding classical picture the motion of the

projectile is so fast, relative to the internal motion of the target

nucleus, that the latter can be taken to stand still during the

collision. The scattering process is not affected by the change of the

internal motion due to the interaction and its effect on the scatterer

can be taken into account afterwards.

A related approximation is the replacement of the *2 operator in

the centrifugal potential for the relative motion of the scattering

partners by a c-number 3($+l)fiz« Somewhat confusingly the similarity

of this approximation to the previous one is stressed by calling it

the centrifugal-sudden (CS) approximation. By contrast the sudden

approximation is then referred to as the energy-sudden (ES)

approximation.

Although confusing, these names are used in the following because

they have become almost universal in the molecular scattering

literature. In molecular scattering the ES and CS approximations have

been used with some success (Pac74, Mc674, Sec75). In the context of

nuclear scattering essentially the same combination of ES and CS

approximations was applied earlier by Inopin (Ino57). Specifically

this work dealt with a diffraction model for scattering of particles

by nuclei. Some years later Austern and Blair (Aus65, Her70) proposed

a scattering theory, in which one can easily recognize the ES

approximation and with some more effort also the CS approximation as

two of the elements. Both in the Inopin as well as in the Austern-

Blair theory the CS approximation is justified in a strong absorption

picture. For scattering of the less strongly absorbed nucleons the CS

approximation is then expected to be of marginal use. With this in

mind we shall in the following try to extend the field of application

of the combined ES+CS approximations, to be referred to as ESCS

approximation.
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5.2 The ESCS approximation for light-particle scattering from nuclei

As a starting point for our method we present a formulation of

the ESCS theory itself, as ve adapted it for our purposes.

Because of the two replacements of operators by c-numbers, the

Schrodinger equation (see Chapter I) which is a partial differential

equation, now becomes an ordinary differential equation, depending

only parametrically on the variables 6, $ and as

+ E " E + v<r;e,<M)] RE(rj6,*,a) = 0 (5.1)

The symbol a is a short-hand notation for the five quadrupole

deformation variables {a2 } (see Chapter 2). The regular solution can

be obtained simply for any value of Ö, <f and a and it yields a

scattering function ST-, which can be interpreted as a one-dimensional

"S-matrix":

*Ietae»*«a> % rIi<r) ~ Sjg(6,*,a) Oj-(r) (5.2)

outside the interaction region, i.e. for r>Rm< The functions !$£(*)

and °£g(c) are solutions of eq. (5.1) in which the interaction

potential V(r;6,<|>,a) is either omitted or, in the charged particle

case, replaced by the monopole Coulomb potential. The functions behave

at infinity like in- and outgoing waves, respectively.

We note that a solution ft of eq. (5.1) multiplied by an arbitrary

function of 6, <J> and a yields another solution. This is due to the

absence of 8,<J>,a differential operators in the expression between

square brackets. This property is used in the following. One must take

care, however, not to move away too far by this multiplication from

those solutions for which the afore-mentioned replacement by specific

c-numbers is a reasonable approximation. We come back to this point

shortly.

It is not obvious that the calculation of Sj- for 'all' values

of 6, <Ji and a results in an appreciable reduction of the numerical

effort. This reduction is obtained, however, when we take full

advantage of the description of V(r;9,<t>,a) in the collective model.

Using a parametrization of the deformed potential by Blair

(Aus70), we start from the:assumption that scattering from an un-

deformed nucleus is described by a spherically symmetric optical

potential V(r). Then, to describe scattering from a deformed nucleus
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a non-spherical potential is taken» which is equal to the undeformad

one, except for a shift r+r-6 over a radial distance 6, which is a

function of 9, <J> and a:

V(rj8,$,cO - v(r;6(e,<]>,cO) . (5.3)

The radial shift 6 is defined by the nuclear shape parameters:

R(6,<t>,a) = Ro [1 + I a* . Y,,.(et$>] = RQ + <5(e,<j>,a> . (5.4)

Substitution of (5.3) in eq. (5.1) leads to

and the equivalent of eq. (5.2)

»E<r*«> * I K W ' »£<«> 0-Ä-(r) , (5.6)
r Rm

where we have adapted the notation to indicate the dependence of V and

S on 6, $ and o. through the single quantity 6. We now have to calculate

Sj- only for 'all' values of &.

Subsequently we assume that in a power series expansion of

Rjj-(r;<5) and S^-(6) with respect to <5, it is sufficient to take into

account only the low powers of 6. An argument for this is the

observation that on the basis of the vibrational model & contains

linearly the phonon creation and annihilation operators ß and ß. In

the scattering processes that we consider only the excitation of the

lowest states is important, which means only low powers of B and ß.

This is also consistent with the usual practice in coupled channel

calculations. Thus one needs to calculate the functions R^-(r;6) and

ST-(IS) for a few values of 6 only and to determine from these the

coefficients in the power series expansion.

To determine from S^-(6) the ECSC equivalent S (6) of the full

scattering S-matrix, we have to right multiply (5.6) by the initial

channel state |c> • |(AI)JM_> to obtain the full wave function

Rj?-(r;<S) |c>. This, as pointed out above, still satisfies the ESCS

Schrödinger equation and has the form

In the f i r s t instance we describe a prescription for deforming a
spin-independent potential . In section 5.6.1 we consider a deformed
spin-orbit coupling.
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j j | j £ « I^"(r) |c> - Sj-(6) Oj-(r) |c> . (5.7)
r > Rm

The function Uy-(r;6) equals Räp(r!^) UP to a normalization factor,

implied by eq. (5,7). The operator character of 6 causes the second

term of the right-hand side not to be simply proportional to the

initial channel state but to be a superposition of channel states.

We make an expansion in states |c'> by taking the inner products by

<c'|. In this way we obtain a solution matrix U e(r) of which each

column defines a solution of the ESCS scattering equation for a

particular initial channel c. For r>R this solution matrix has the

form

UIe(r) = i N r ) J. ~ 9*£(r) S*E , (5.8)

J_ standing for the unit matrix. Another way to look at this solution

matrix is to notice that the row vector

(5.9)

contains solutions of the Schrodinger equation for the scattering

process. The matrix S is the S-matrix in the ESCS approximation for

a specific choice of 1 and e^.As a final result the approximate
£Escattering matrix elements S , are found to be

Apparently the ESCS approximation to the total S-matrix is readily

obtained in terms of relatively simple integrals of the one-dimensional

scattering function.

The channel state matrix elements of the operators 6 and <52,

relevant for the calculation of these S-matrix elements are calculated

as follows. As a scalar product of the irreducible spherical tensors

ou and Y„ times Ro the matrix elements of 6 may be factorized:

<W'I')J'M'|6-|<JII)JM> = Ro (-1)£+I'+J öjj, 6^, {"£ \H {'} •

• <Ä'I1X2IU> < i ' | | a 2 | | i> . (5.10

The curly-bracketed factor is a 6j-symbol, referred to briefly in

Chapter 1, and the last two factors are reduced matrix elements
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(Edm57), Furthermore, we have

] ( 2 J

in conventional notation lor the 3j-symbol. The nuclear reduced matrix

elements depend on the specific nuclear model considered. We return to

this later.

In the case of 62 we rewrite ( a , ' ^ ^ " ^ **y rearranging the

irreducible spharical tensors as (S2
1X2^-2*-2^ " F s 2 * s 2 V ^ 2 * - 2 V

The second of these factors on the right-hand side may be expressed

in spherical harmonics:

The reduced matrix elements of the first factor depend again on the

nuclear model.

For future use we notice that the ESCS result (5.8) can also be

obtained by applying the ESCS approximation to the set of CC coupled

equations. We shall refer to this as the CC-ESCS method. It has of

course no numerical advantages above the CC method, but it will be

used for testing purposes.

5.3 Application to proton scattering

As was mentioned before, application of the ESCS approximation

to a proton scattering process is expected to give results that are

at best of marginal use. Yet we shall perform such a calculation in

this section for some reasons. As liar as we know it is the first time

that the ESCS approximation is applied in a fully quantum mechanical

calculation of nuclear scattering, without introducing further

approximations for the interaction potential and its matrix elements.

It is of interest to see to what extent the results are satisfactory.

At the same time it will be a reference calculation for our method to

increase the field of application of the ESCS approximation. Finally,

we are able to test our assumption that in the power series expansion

of Sj-((5) only the lowest few powers of <5 take part, by comparing

with CC-ESCS results.

The scattering processes that we shall study in this section are

proton scattering from the nuclei 58Ni and 112Cd. For the purposes of
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this section we keep the calculation as transparant as possible by

neglecting two relatively small effects which are Coulomb excitation

and spin-dependent effects. These aspects do not essentially affect

the results, obtained in this section- In addition, to begin with,

we describe the nuclear states involved (see table 5.1) by the simple

five-dimensional harmonic vibration model, described in Chapter 2.

In this model, the nuclear reduced matrix elements <!' ||ou|| I> are

conveniently calculated by expressing both a. and the oscillator

states in the Fock-representation or by the method explained in

Table 5.1
ExoitaHon energies in MeV of the first excited 2* state
and the triplet (Qtt2%t4\) for the nuclei

 5BNi and llzCd.
States of identioal F* aombination of angular momentum
and parity are conventionally distinguished by a serial
number lt 2 eto.

Nuclear state

ground state 0+

2t
ot
it
4t

58Ni

0.000

1.454

2.942

2.775

2.459

ll?Cd

0.000

0.617

1.220

1.311

1.413

Table 5.2
Nuclear reduced matrix elements <v;l|| A\ |[v';J'> = <v';I ' | | A\ ||v;I>
involved in our calculations. The coefficient W(2I2I';J\) is a Raoah-
coefficient (Bri62). States are characterized by phonon number v and
angular momentum I.

<0;0|| l | | 0;0> » 1

<0;0| |a2 ||l;2> = ß2

<l ;2 | | g 2 ||2;I>

<1;2|| <S2xg2)x | |l;2>

+ 4 /2ATT /2I+T / 2 I ' + 1 W(2I2I ;JA)}

;0| | (a2xa2)x | | 0;0> =
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section 3,7. The reduced matrix elements <I' || (a2
xS2^X^ X> are

calculated in a similar way. The set of nuclear reduced matrix elements

involved is given in table 5.2. The parameter $2 stands for

(511/2(11202)*) *•

The optical potential parameters have been taken from Meissen

(Mel78) for 59Ni and Stelson et al. (Ste68) for ll2Cd. The form factors

used are the conventional ones (Tam65).

For scattering by 58Ni we have plotted in fig. 5.1 the real parts

oj S'j-(S) for various values of I as a function of the displacement <5,

while E"0. The actual range of 6 is indicated by the expectation value

of ö2 for a v-phonon state in the laboratory harmonic vibration model,

Ro (5.14)

.-1.0

Fig. S.I
Real part of S^(i) for Ä=ö,JJ2J...Jfl as a function of the
diaplaoement 6 for proton aoattering by 58Ni. The value of
c equals 0.
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which follows from eqs. (5.11,12,13) and table 5.2 and is approximately

1,2 fm. As might be expected the fluctuations in the position of the

nuclear surface increase with increasing phonon number. Because we are

interested in 1~ and 2-phonon excitation we restrict ourselves to the

first three terms in the power series expansion of Sj-(6). As can be

seen front fig. 5.1 it is questionable whether such a quadratic form

describes the functions to a sufficient extent. For this reason we

take a non-realistic value of 0,05 for ß2 for the remainder of this

section« to be sure that the test of the correctness of our application

1 0 ' -

e m
Fig. 5.2
Differential oroaa-seation fop the excitation of the 2X state of ll2Cd
by SO MeV proton impaat, oalaulated by the CC method ( ) t

CC-ESCS method with I=Äv ( — — — - ^ ) and ESCS method with
! * ( i l t£ , f ( -) and t = ( i f
( " • • • • • • ; ) . The parameters % and if stand for the l-values of
the initial and final channel states in eq. (5.10)t respectively. The
value of e is taken to be 0t while 82 = 0.0S.
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of the ESCS approximation is not influenced by the power series

expansion.

We now turn to the ESCS differential cross-sections. Rather

arbitrarily these have not been calculated for 5aNi, but for u zCd.

Figures 5.2 and 5.3 show two characteristic sets of differential cross-

sections, obtained with various methods, for proton scattering from
U 2Cd. The GC and CC-ESCS calculations, presented here and in the

following, were carried out with Tamura's code Jupitor (Tam65). For

all numerical calculations we used the Burroughs B7700 computer of the

Technische Hogeschool Eindhoven. The ESCS results for Ä=Ä^ and the

associated CC-ESCS results coincide in a satisfactory way, proving the

160

cm.
Fig. 5.3
Same as fig. 5.2, but nati for the o\ state. The
Various ESCS results and the CC-ESCS result coincide.
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correctness of the coding and of the expansion up to second order in

6 for the afore-mentioned value of fo. There is, however, a large

discrepancy with CC results, even for the excitation of the Oj state.

This: excitation does not have a net angular momentum transfer, so one

might expect that replacement of the tz operator by the initial value

&.(£. + l)Ti2 would not be too drastic. A possible explanation is to be

sought in the contribution of the two-step excitation, i.e. the

contribution of second order in the coupling matrix elements. Each

single step has an angular momentum transfer of 2fi and thus is sensitive

to the replacement of the tz operator, If this effect is mainly

responsible for the discrepancy, the inaccuracy should even be larger

than that for the 2i excitation, which is in good agreement* with the

results in figs, 5.2 and 5.3.

To study the influence of the choice of the value of I, we made

two other calculations in which & equals the final value A- and the

mean value (£.+&,}/2, respectively. As can be seen in fig. 5.2, this

choice is rather important as far as the phases of the oscillations

are concerned. However, it has hardly any influence on the global

structure.

We conclude this section with the observation that the ESCS

approximation cannot be applied to describe scattering of nucleons

from nuclei with a sufficient accuracy. This makes nucleon scattering

a useful process to try out our method for increasing the region of

validity of the ESCS approximation.

5.A The ESCS approximation in intervals

5.4.1

The field of application of the ESCS approximation thus being

rather limited, we now formulate a method to enlarge it. The principle

of the method and the observations which led to it, have been discussed

in the previous chapter. Therefore we shall give only a brief

description of these aspects.

First the radial integration path from the origin to the radius

R of the interaction region is subdivided in limited radial intervals.

To describe the transformation of the solution from the beginning ro

of an interval to the end v\, we shall use the concept of the transfer
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matrix. Depending on the kind of description of a solution we can

distinguish between two transfer matrices.

The first one describes the transformation of a solution of which

each component is given by the pair (value, first derivative), i.e.

(R,R'). We thus characterize the solution at some radius by

R

a'

The transfer matrix is then defined by

(5.15)

IS1;
(5.16)

The second transfer matrix describes the transformation of a

solution of which each component is described by two coefficients a^

and b. of basis waves £• and g., which have been defined in Chapter 4.

The solution vector is now denoted by

(5-17)

while the corresponding "coefficient transfer matrix" M is defined by

(5.18)

The descriptions (5.16) and (5.18) are equivalent and easily translated

into one another. Note that for zero interval length both M~ and M

equal the unit matrix 1.

The ESCS counterparts of eqs. (5.15) to (5.18) are defined

equivalently while the corresponding ESCS quantities are again denoted

by a bar.

Each of the CC transfer matrices is obtained by integrating its

radial differential equation from ro to ri with the unit matrix as a

starting value. On the other hand, the ESCS transfer matrices are

obtained by (a) integrating a decoupled 6-dependent equation with

certain boundary conditions at ro, and (b) taking matrix elements of

the resulting 6-dependent solution as in eq. (5.10).

The method proposed in the previous chapter consists in adopting the

ESCS transfer matrix M in the CC picture.
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As mentioned in a footnote in Chapter 4 there is an alternative

to this approach with similar convergence properties. This consists

in adopting the ESCS transfer matrix M_. Judging from the order in

h=(ri~ro) to which this matrix equals the exact matrix M^, namely

(up to and including) h3» one would expect this alternative to be

also an acceptable candidate for an ESCS approximation in invervals.

This alternative approach is a simplification of the method

because the calculation of basis waves and coefficient transfer

matrices is not needed anymore. On the other hand, the above result

about the order h3 is obtained only if for any diagonal matrix element

iL the values & and e_ are taken for & and e» respectively. This

means that the ESCS quantities have to be calculated for all values

I and e for I and e, which may lead to a large memory use in actual

computer calculations.

Which approach is preferable if we do not consider such practical

problems is hard to say in advance since the orders of convergence are

equal. The precise form of the local interaction potential will

determine the preference. In general the choice will therefore depend

on the region in the &-r plane.

From actual calculations the overall impression is that the

second approach is slightly better. However, taking into account the

large memory use needed for this approach, we actually combined both

methods. The methods are combined as follows. For £ the average value

(£ +Ä. i)/2 is chosen for every matrix element Mr. t , which turned
C C ""̂ 1C C

out to be the optimum choice within the possibilities of the second

approach, while £ always equals 0. Therefore only with respect to the

ES approximation the upgrading procedure of the first approach has to

be applied.

5.4.2 Actual_imp_lementation_of _th

The actual coding of the method, described in the preceding

section can be done in a straightforward way, following the scheme of

fig. 5.4.

First of all, in the subroutine RADINT, all radial integrations

are carried out. This means that basis waves are calculated and in

addition the ESCS 2^2 transfer matrices M (ri,ro;6), describing the

transfer from ro to ri. These functions are calculated up to second
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Fig. 5.4
Flaw diagram of the ESCS
method in intervals.

order in 6» which turns out to be sufficieucly accurate for the

interval length we need and for realistic values of the deformation

parameter ßj.

The remaining part of the flow diagram closely follows that of

a CC calculation. In CPLEV for each value of the total angular momentum

J and parity ir of the system comprising the two scattering partners,

we draw up an inventory of the set of channels that are coupled, taking

into account the conservation laws. The coupling matrix elements

involved are calculated in AMAT. The subroutine ESCS is the heart of

the total set-up and carries out the procedure, outlined in the

preceding section. It yields the solution matrix at the radius R .

from this solution matrix the scattering S-matrix is obtained in

SMATRX. In the subroutines denoted as XSEC, the observables are

calculated from the scattering matrix.

With this version of the code, however, we met some problems in

the region of the l-r plane dominated by the centrifugal potential

barrier. In this region the basis waves behave exponentially and

numerical problems urged us to use excessively small radial intervals.

This was one of the reasons to study more extensively the behaviour of

solutions of coupled-channel problems in this region of the £-r plane.

This study is described in the next chapter.

A result of this study is the observation that the coupling can

be neglected in a region of the l-t plane left of the line of classical

turning points as illustrated in fig. 5.5, without affecting the

scattering results. This provides us with a very drastic solution of
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Hg. 5,5
Indication of the aentrifugally-dominated region
(shaded region) in the &-i» plane. Left to the line
C the coupling may be neglected. In the regions I
and III the DWBA may be applied. The approximate
location of the nuclear radius RQ and of kRa is
indicated.

the above mentioned problem: neglecting the coupling in the

centrifugally-dominated region means that in that region the transfer

matrix is as trivial as beyond the interaction region.

Another observation which simplifies the procedure is that

sufficiently far from the nuclear radius, near which the coupling is

concentrated, the interaction is strongly dominated by the one-step

process« even for the two-phonon excitation. This means that there

the DWBA (Distorted Wave Born Approximation) may be used, i.e. a

calculation to first order in the channel couplings.

These observations lead to the coupling scheme indicated in

fig. 5.5. In the centrifugally-dominated region the coupling is

neglected. Besides that, in the regions I and III the DWBA is applied.

In the following this coupling scheme is tried out for a few scattering

processes.
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5.5 Scattering of a-particles from 60Ni

5.5.1 Second_order_Coulomb_excitation

As a first test of our method in a realistic calculation we

consider the scattering of a-particles from a medium-heavy nucleus.

This scattering system has the advantage that we do not have to deal

with the non-trivial spin-dependent interactions. Coulomb excitation

up to second order in the deformation parameters a has to be taken

into account, however. In this connection some problems arise.

The theory, as outlined before, deals with an interaction potential

among particle and nucleus in which the deformation distance 6 is the

only dynamic variable besides r. Expressing the Coulomb interaction up

to second order in a leads to an expression in which this is not the

case. Let us consider this in more detail.

For light-particle scattering the charge distribution is usually

taken to be constant within the Coulomb radius R (6,<(>) and zero outside

(Tam65). Again restricting ourselves to quadrupole deformations only,

we have

Rc<6,*> =» Rc (l + I a*u Y 2 u (6,4.)) - Rc + 6 . (5.19)

The following expression is obtained for the Coulomb interaction up to

second order in a:

Vcoul(r,e,d>,a) - (ZZ'e
2/8Tre0Rc)[3-r

2/R|]G(Rc-r)

+ (ZZ'e2/4ireor)Q(r-R )c

(3ZZ'e2/2OTTeo)[r
2R-30(R-r)+R2r-3Q(r-Rf,)]a* Y9ii(e,(fi)
C C . C C i.\\ £\L

(3ZZ'e2/4neo(2X+l))[(l-X)r
XR"(X+1)0(R -r) + (X+2)RV ( X + 1 )0(r-R
c c c

)c

(5.20)

in which 0(x) is the Heaviside function and Z and Z' are the charge

numbers of nucleus and scattered particle, respectively. The expression

(5.20) may be derived from

+ Po(r';R+6(a,9•,*•>)
Z>e / dr' , , » • » , , <5-21)

4 r-r1
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in which Po(r';R) is a homogeneous charge density Ze/(4irR3/3) within

a sphere with radius R;

Pq(r'}R) •

The Po function is expanded up to second order in <S (i.e. a) and

l/|r-r'| is expanded in spherical harmonics.

Because the second order term does not have the form

62d2(?eroth-order term)/dr2 one is faced with the difficulty that

(5.20) is not a polynomial in 6", In more physical terms; the Coulomb

potential for a certain angular position 6,(j> of the projectile relative

to the nucleus does not depend on the surface displacement of the

nucleus in that same direction only.

Besides that, the second-order monopole term (X=0) is physically

unacceptable, at least outside the nucleus, for the monopole

contribution is already fully contained in the zeroth-order term. It

appears in eq, (5.20) because the deformed nucleus, as described by

eq. (5.19) i does not maintain the volume, and thus the charge, of the

sphere with radius R up to second order in a. To preserve volume we

have to add in eq. (5.19) a monopole term which equals -R C(4T0 E|ouU|
2

and cancels the second-order monopole term in eq. (5.21). The

contributions of the remaining ct2 quadrupole and hexadecapole terms

proved to be so small that they can be treated in first order.

Accordingly we add to the strong interaction potential in the ESCS

equation separately quadrupole and hexadecapole form factors and

calculate their contributions linear in 62. To calculate matrix

elements we replace <52 by the quadrupole and hexadecapole contributions

to the matrix element of 52, respectively.

The unrealistic discontinuous behaviour of the second-order form

factors is caused by the simple form of the charge distribution.

However, for light-particle scattering, the strong interaction

dominates the Coulomb interaction in the region of the nuclear surface.

For this reason the discontinuous behaviour will not influence the

results to a significant extent. In fact we can just as well entirely

drop the second-order Coulomb interaction inside the nucleus.
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5.5.2 Results

The theory described in the preceding sections has been tried out

on 104 MeV ct-particle scattering from 60Ni, an experimental situation

which has been analysed by means of the CC method in the literature

(Reb72). To conform to this realistic situation we have used the same

potential parameters and have considered the same range of the

scattering angle. The relevant states are given in table 5.3.

As a standard, we carried out a CG calculation with.the code

Jupitor, including the ground state and the one- and two-phonon levels.

The results are given in fig. 5.6.

This calculation has to be compared with a set of ESCS calculations

with decreasing interval lengths, the results of which are also repro-

duced in fig. 5.6. We have labeled them with the number of intervals

in area II of fig. 5.5. The convergence of the ESCS results to the CC

curves with decreasing interval lengths is clearly shown.

The calculation time of the 12-interval ESCS calculation which

has an acceptable accuracy when compared with experimental errors, is

500 sec. This means a reduction of the computation time with about an

order of magnitude when compared with the 4400 sec CC calculation. It

turns out, by the way, that a CC calculation by means of Jupitor with

such radial interval lengths that the computation time is comparable

to the ESCS one, shows much larger discrepancies. •

We note that the reduction of the computation time is a function

of the number of intervals needed. Especially with a large number of •.

channels included, it turns out that the computation time is determined

mainly by the number of matrix multiplications at the interval

boundaries in the previously mentioned area II (in areas I and III

only matrix additions are carried out in view of the distorted-wave ,.

approximation). This is confirmed by the relative times needed for the ';$

various parts of the computation distinguished in fig. 5.4:

TRADINT : TAMA.T : TESCS : TSMATRX : TXSEC J

10 ; 3 : 35 : 1 : 10 . (5.22)

The above-mentioned matrix maltiplications take place in and consume i

most of the time-fraction corresponding to T_o„_. l),

When decreasing the number of channels included, the "overhead" 3;
TRADINT tends to be constant and to become of the order of magnitude "
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of XESCS- The CC calculation does not have such an overhead. This means

that the advantages of the ESCS method relative to CC from the point of

view of computation time will show up for larger numbers of coupled

channels, which is precisely the situation we had in mind when

initiating the study of the ESCS method.

Finally we note that the convergence properties of the ESCS

calculations for a-particles in this section are more delicate than in

the case of proton scattering,studied in the following sections. The

differential cross-sections are rather sensitive to the actual interval

distribution. Partially this may be due to the smaller wave lengths in

thi? scattering process, which might call for smaller interval lengths.

However, even for such smaller interval lengths for which the

scattering S-submatrices for individual J values have accuracies

comparable to those in proton scattering calculations, the final

angular distributions, i.e. their superpositions, are less accurate.

Since proton scattering had our greatest interest in view of the

program of the Eindhoven experimental nuclear physics group, we

considered the case of a-particle scattering as a test-case for the

basic correctness of our approach and did not study the above-mentioned

aspect in more detail. Instead, we shifted our attention to proton

scattering, to be dealt with in the following sections.

5.6 Scattering of polarized protons from 68Zn

5.6.1 ThS_§gin-orbit_interaction

The differential cross-sections for excitation of a nucleus by

scattering of unpolarized protons are rather well described with a

spherical spin-orbit interaction, i.e. invariant under simultaneous

rotations of particle spatial and spin variables. There are strong

indications, however, that to describe polarization properties such

as analysing powers, the spin-orbit interaction has to be deformed.
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The so-called full Thomas form, suggested by Sherif and Blair (She68,

She69) has turned out to be an attractive form for this deformed spin-

orbit coupling* both from the point of view of theory and from the

point of view of the results which have been obtained in comparisons

with experiments. It is most easily defined starting from its

undeformed expression:

V M - <ftv} x|$).a (5.23)
SO v

in which v(r,R ) is a function of r, depending in particular on and

concentrated near a spin-orbit radius R which is about equal to the

radius parameters in the remaining potential terms. For the specific

form chosen for v we refer to Sherif (She69). It is easily seen that

V can be rewritten in the more familiar (l/r)(3v/3r)Ä's form for an

isotropic v. Consistent with the practice of the previous sections we

replace the constant value R by a variable one, R +<S(a,8,<j>), in

the deformed case, which turns V into an expression which is

invariant only under simultaneous rotations of particle and nuclear

degrees of freedom. The rather complicated form of eq. (5.23) from

the angular momentum algebra point of view makes its application not

straightforward (Ray72a,Ver72). Furthermore, the occurrence of the

first derivative in the radial equations, due to the right-hand v

operator in eq. (5.23), slows down significantly CC calculations in

their usual form. Also in our method application is not without

complications, as we shall see.

In working out eq. (5.23) for the anisotropic v we make use of

a result obtained by Raynal (Ray72a), namely

.*) »Of» x |

7 1 ? <*'•& + T » i r w ( r ) I F <*•*>" <*'
i K <*»!> 75" v(r) + (t-s)2 Y ^ ±r w(=)

wfr) ((t-s)-K2) - ((£-s)+n2) Y I M j ij. w(r) (t-a)

(t«s)2 . (5.24)

In this equation the curly brackets indicate that the preceding

operator operates on the expression between the curly brackets only.
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We now turn to expression (5.23). Expanding v in powers of 6 to

second order and using eq. (5.24) term by term leads to

I 7 a l f e f (2020|AO) <c£*3
\y so

- (M) i v(t;S>

so A so

+ (t-a)« iyvfr;«) - (£-s) ij- v(r;6> ((t-s)-n2)

- (tfMT)+na) p-v(nö) (t-a) -irv(r;6) (jT-s)2, (5.25)

in which 6? is the X-pole part of 52. The last equality is valid only

when matrix elements are taken. In fact some terms with net vanishing

matrix elements are added to obtain the last member. We notice that

there are only three different radial form factors, leaving out the

Because of the appearance of the X*s operators the spin-orbit

interaction cannot be simply added to eq. (5.3). We recall, however,

that the contribution of the deformed spin-orbit interaction is a

relatively small effect. We assume that it is so small that the

different terms act in first order only. This approximation will

prove to be sufficiently good in the following. We can calculate the

contributions of all spin-orbit terms from only three terms with

different form factors: r~13v(rj6)/3r, r-1v(r;6) 3/3r and r~2v(r;6).

When a matrix element of the 6-dependent contributions has to be

calculated one has only to insert the proper eigenvalues of the £*s

operators for the initial or final state.

The I2-terms cannot be dealt with similarly: they cannot be

written as polynomials in <S. In fact, this is just the same problem

as with the second-order Coulomb excitation. It is dealt with in the

same way (see section 5.5.1).
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We repeat that first derivatives appear in the radial
differential equations, which slow down the calculations. However,
because the uncoupled radial integrations take only a relatively small
part of the total computation time» relative to straightforward CC
calculations, this effect is not very drastic in our method.

5.6,2 Results

In this section we present the results of scattering calculations

for 20.4 MeV polarized protons from 6 a Z n in the harmonic vibrational

model. This scattering process is chosen because experimental data for

all one- and two-phonon levels are available through the work of

van Hall et al. (Hal81). We also take the potential parameters from

their analysis. The level scheme is given in fig. 5.7, together with

a level scheme predicted by the harmonic oscillator model.

An advantage of scattering experiments with polarized protons is

that the scattering of such protons is influenced by the initial spin

polarization and thus gives information in addition to the unpolarized

differential cross-section. This additional information is most

conveniently expressed in terms of the so-called analysing power A ( 6 ) ,

2.417

1.683
1.656

1.077

22
02

21

harmonic
oscillator

Fig. S.?
The lamest part of the level Boheme of the iaotropio f
dimenaional harmonio oeaillator aompared with the lowest
part of the level soheme of **Zn. The exoitation energies
in the 6BZn soheme are given in MeV.
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characterizing the intensity distribution of scattered protons with

angle, as affected by the initial polarisation P:

,+> * (» + P'n A(6)) |g (0) , (5.26)
unpol

in which n is the unit vector normal to the reaction plane parallel to

it.xk. (initial and final proton momenta) and (6,(f>) is the scattering

direction observed. The analysing power for some angle 0 is proportional

to the relative difference in scattered intensity for spin-up and spin-

down (relative to n) polarized protons and thus is a measure of the

possibility to use scattering by the target as a tool to discriminate

between a spin-up or spin-down polarized incoming beam. In other words,

it indicates the potentiality of the target to analyse the polarization

of a proton beam, A more detailed description of polarization properties

is given, for instance, by Simonius (Sim74).

In fig. 5.8 we give the unpolarized differential cross-sections

and the analysing powers of all nuclear states involved, resulting from

various calculations in which the full-Thomas spin-orbit interaction

and Coulomb excitation are taken into account. Since the code Jupitor

does not have the option of a full-Thomas spin-orbit interaction, the

CC calculations are carried out with the code ECIS by Raynal (Ray72).

Actually, this is not a CC code in the general form described before

which calculates the scattering S-matrix from the full mathematical

solution matrix R(r). Instead, only those columns of the physical

solution matrix U(r) which contain an incoming wave component in a

ground state channel, are calculated by an interative method.

Especially with vanishing ground state spin this method is attractive

because it leaves only one column of U(r) to be calculated.

In fig. 5.8 the ESCS calculations are, as in the ot-particle case,

labeled by the number of intervals in area II, indicated in fig. 5.5.

There is a clear convergence of each ESCS solution to the CC result

with an increasing number of radial intervals.

In this scattering calculation, with vanishing ground state spin,

the ESCS and ECIS calculations with calculation times of 750 and 700

seconds, respectively, are competitive. For comparison, a Jupitor

calculation with a spherical spin-orbit coupling would take

approximately 4500 seconds.
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Note that with non-vanishing ground state spin the ECIS

computation time will roughly be proportional to the number of ground

state channels, while the ESCS and Jupitor calculation times are, in

the first instance, independent of the number of ground state channels

because they always calculate the full solution matrix R(r). Therefore

in such a case the ESCS method will be preferable.

It is of importance to point out that the ESCS method is not

necessarily to be considered as a competitor for ECIS or similar

methods which aim at the calculation of only one column of ]J(r) (Ray72,

Ich77), but rather as a supplementary method. In fact, the occurrence

of only one ground state channel has not yet been exploited in the

ESCS formulation given above. A reformulation which does exploit this

feature looks feasible, however. It would be interesting to further

investigate this point.

Roughly speaking, the ESCS computation time is distributed over

the various parts of the calculation as follows:

TRADINT : TAMAT ! TESCS : TSMATJRX ! TXSEC

5 : 5 : 40 : 2 : 10 (5.27)

referring to the program parts indicated in fig. 5.4. From these

ratios it is clear that indeed the radial integrations do only

marginally influence the total ESCS computation time, as was

mentioned in the previous section.

From the numbers in eq. (5.27) it is also evident that the

computation time up to and including the calculation of the scattering

matrix has become of the same order of magnitude as the time needed to

calculate observables from the scattering S-matrix. This suggests that,

for the inelastic scattering processes considered in this section, we

are approaching a "hard" limit within the context of methods in which

the S-matrix is calculated as an intermediate quantity.

Although it is the purpose of this section to try out the ESCS

method and thus to compare ESCS results with CC calculations, we have

also given in fig. 5.8 the experimental results for the states involved,

obtained by van Hall et al. (Hal81). Comparison of these results with

the converged-ESCS or CC results shows that the harmonic vibrational

model provides a fairly good description of the lowest states of 68Zn,

as was already pointed out by van Hall et al. (Hal81).
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5.7 Calculations in the anharmonic oscillator model

5.7.1 Introduction

In this section we describe some calculations in the anharmonic

oscillator model, which may be considered as a first step towards an

analysis of scattering results in a general collective model. The

process to be investigated is the scattering of polarized protons by
6"Zn, studied earlier by van Hall et al. (Hal81). They conclude that,

contrary to the case of 69Zn, the harmonic oscillator model provides

a poor description of the experimental results.

In these circumstances it is of interest to mention nuclear

structure calculations (Rag78, Pau78) which point to the possibility

of a more complicated potential energy surface for nuclei in this mass

region than would correspond to the simple five-dimensional harmonic

oscillator modelt if an approach based on a purely collective

description is at all sensible for the total numbers of nucleons

involved. Nevertheless we shall try to apply a relatively simple

extension to the harmonic model, namely one in which anharmonicities

are restricted to mixtures of the two lowest-lying harmonic oscillator

states for each of the total angular momenta I involved. In addition,

in this preliminary investigation we consider proton scattering data

only and leave out of consideration scattering data for other

projectiles, energy level systematics and electromagnetic transition

probabilities. In this connection we mention only that strong electric

quadrupole transitions from the 2i, o£, 2*, Ai states downward, with

strengths varying from 23 to 40 Weisskopf units (Sim78), suggest a

possible collective interpretation of these excitations (one Weisskopf

unit is a standardized estimate of the transition strength if only a

single particle would be involved in the transition).

In the anharmonic vibrational model investigated, the states |li z

are considered to be mixtures of the |v;I > pure V-phonon states:

|ot> - cos a0 |v=0;0+> + sin oto |v»2;0+> ,

|02> m - 9in a0 |v»0;0 > + cos ao |v=2;0+> ,

|2t> = cos a2 |v=l;2+> + sin a2 |v=2;2+> , (5.28)

|2t> «• - sin a2 |v-l;2+> + cos a,2 |v»2;2+> ,

|4?> = cos ak |v=2;4+> + sin ai» |v»3;4+> ,



where the quantum number M has been omitted for simplicity! All

interaction matrix elements are readily expressed in the limited set

of matrix elements occurring in the harmonic vibrational model as

considered so far, except those containing the three-phonon state

|\>«3;4+>. In section 5.7.2 we shall calculate these matrix elements,

in which we shall restrict ourselves to matrix elements up to second

order in the deformation parameter <5, as in the preceding sections.

5.7.2 Calculation_of_matrix_elements

In this section we evaluate the matrix elements needed for the

ESCS calculation of (in)elastic scattering in which also the 4 three-

phonon state participates. Some of these matrix elements have already

been given by Tamura (Tam65). Here we calculate the more difficult

ones, namely the three-phonon diagonal elements

<v=3;4
+ ||<s2*s2)x|| v-3j4

+> (5.29)

for k ' 0, 2 and 4.

To begin with we note that using the notation IM"44, the state

|v=3;44> is, apart from normalization, given by

10 |) | | >" l(j|) | - | > . (5.30)
z z

in the notation of chapter 3. We neglect the parity in our notation,

all states having positive parity. With the procedure, outlined in

section 3.7, we find for the expansion (3.62) the normalized state

|v=3;44>= (g)* TT

" "fe ̂  CO33Y} + (D42+U4-2> { \ Z £ sinY

+ D40 {" 36 ^ COSY " TO ^ « s 3 Y } J (5.31)

On the other hand we have for the U="0 component of the spherical tensor

7 ^ s i n 2 Y " D20 7

(5.32)
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+ D5o TW m (7+5cos2Y)) . (5-32)

Making use of the relation (Bri62)

<v=3j4 || (a-xa„)J| v=3;4> ~ /T.̂ AIIAA'T <v=!^»^^US2><-2^Xolv=''^^:> V5.33)

we finally obtain

<v=3;4 II (a,xa,). ||v-3;4> ^ Irr 5̂" ß| .

j J J ^ * . (5.34)
|v=>3;4> ^ ^ j

5.7.3 Method_and__results

To find the optimal mixing angles a. we make use of the adiabatic

approximation, i.e. we neglect the excitation energies (see section

5.1). Scattering calculations in this approximation provide results of

which differences with exact CC calculations are small, when compared

with the deviation from the experimental results. This is shown in

fig. 5.9. In this figure the experimental results of van Hall et al.

(Hal81) and the results of an adiabatic ESCS calculation in the

harmonic vibrational model with the potential parameters from the same

authors are given. Besides that we give as an example the results for .

non-vanishing excitation energies for the 2\ state. The resemblance of

exact and adiabatic results is comparable for the other states. Only

the small-angle analysing power of the 02 state deviates considerably.

Because of the large errors of the O2 experimental results in that •

region we believe that this feature does not influence the result of :)

the search procedure to an appreciable extent. In a more extensive -

search than is undertaken here, it would be useful to use our optimal

mixing angles as starting values in a more time-consuming search ;

procedure for non-vanishing excitation energies. •

The use of the adiabatic approximation offers a great advantage '
• J —is

in a search for the mixing angles, because the scattering results for ,
all mixing angles can be obtained from the scattering matrix for ' :

unmixed states, simply by linear combination. This can be understood i

\Q1



as follows. In analogy to eq. (5.10), the adiabatic approximation
allows us to write each of the scattering matrix elements as an a-
integral over a fixed-ot scattering matrix element. For instance» in
obvious notation, we have

- cosa2 cosoto <l;2+ |s .
c c .

sinao <l;2 |s , (a)|2;0 >
cosao <2j2+|Sc,c(a)|0;0+>

sina2 sinao <2;2+|S , (a)|2;0*>c'c1

cosaj cosao Sc,<l;2
+),ct0;0+>

+cosa 2sina, S c, ( 1 ;

+ sina2 cosao S c, ( 2 ; 2 +

+ sina2 sinao Sc?(2.2+),c(2j0
+) * (5'35)

in which c and c1 indicate channels without reference to nuclear states.

A straightforward calculation in the spirit of the foregoing

sections would now induce us to carry out a harmonic oscillator

scattering calculation, taking into account the |0;0+>, |l;2+>, |2;0+>,

|2;2 >, |2;4 > and 13;4 > states. We introduce the further approximation,

however, that scattering matrix elements containing |2;4 > as initial

or final state are calculated without taking the |3;4 > state into

account and vice-versa. We thus neglect transitions to the |3;4+> state

through |2;4 >. For the |2;4 > state we likewise neglect high-order

processes going through the |3;A > state. We hope that the accuracy

of the calculation will not be affected too drastically in the frame-

work of this rough preliminary calculation. In the light of the above-

mentioned approximation it would seem more consistent to leave out the

diagonal v=3,4 elements of the coupling matrix dealt with in the

previous section. We have decided to calculate them» however» both for

future use in a possible more complete calculation and for the purpose

of illustrating some aspects of Chapters 2 and 3.

Optimum values for the mixing angles are obtained with the X2~

minimizing procedure of the Jupitor code, after addition of weight

factors. The quantity x2 is taken to be
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in which the A-quantities in the denominators are statistical errors

(Hal81) and the summations are over experimental data points i for the

various states n.

The search procedure runs as follows. In the three-dimensional

parameter space the direction of steepest descent of x2 %s guessed

from calculations of x2 in four points. In that direction a one-

dimensional minimizing procedure is carried out. This sequence is

repeated in the environment of the point found until an accuracy

condition is fulfilled.

Besides the mixing angles, also the deformation parameter fo and -

the strength WQ of the absorption potential have been varied, since

these values cannot be determined satisfactorily from elastic scattering

data alone. This is carried out by calculation of the minimum x2 on a d

grid of 62,W_ parameter values. '

The parameter values, resulting from this procedure, are given by [t

do => 16° 'I
0(2 » 1° •

«H a 50° (5.37)
$2 a 0.214

WQ = 7.8 MeV

while the scattering results are given in fig. 5.9. The curves for the

0i state almost coincide with the unmixed ones and therefore are not

given.

From fig. 5.9 we see that, considering the 0 -mixing, the overall )

magnitude of the differential cross-section has improved. However, its •

structure has not improved at all. From the analysing power no

conclusion can be drawn. The value of az indicates that there is no I

significant mixing of the 2 + states. Concerning the Ai state we may 'I

conclude that the overall magnitude of the differential cross-section j

has improved. The same is true for the structure of the analysing '}

power. That of the differential cross-section, however, still shows a ','5;

large discrepancy. The inclusion of a direct 0%+tn hexadecapole j
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Various differential cross-sections and analysing powers for the
scattering process *wZn(ptp') 20.4 MeV. Given are the experimental
data (Hal81)t the results of an adiabatio calculation in the
harmonic vibrational model ( ), the curves for non-
vanishing excitation energies in that same model for the

2i -state ( ; and the results of the calculation in

the anharmonia vibrational model with the mixing parameters given

in eq. (5.37) ( — •;. For the ground state the latter
curves and those resulting from the calculation in the harmonic
vibrational model coincide.
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coupling might improve the situation. If one would also take into

account the electromagnetic O1-H1 transition strength, this would not

represent a completely free parameter. The ESCS method allows the

inclusion of such a coupling in a straightforward way, if the equation

for ö is extended with an ct. term.

Concluding we may say that the procedure described in this section

offers the possibility of a more convenient mixing angle search than

with a CC calculation. However, the anharmonic oscillator model,

considered in this section, is not able to eliminate the large

discrepancies of the 61*Zn experimental results with the harmonic

oscillator results. Great carefulness is warranted also in the case of
68Sn, despite the more successful interpretation of the scattering data

without any mixing, in view of the substantial deviations from

harmonicity of the level spectrum (fig. 5.7) and the absence of a

clear-cut vibrational structure for higher levels, suggesting that

further collective configurations are spread over more complicated

(particle) excitations.

The experimental results of the Eindhoven experimental nuclear

physics group for 68Zn and 6<*Zn representing the first measurements

complete up to the two-phonon triplet and including analysing powers,

we have gratefully made use of these data to illustrate our approach.

For further work is would perhaps be advisable, however, to go first

to a somewhat heavier nucleus for which a vibrational (or general

collective) description has already been shown to be meaningful from

other experimental data.
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CHAPTER 6 THE BEHAVIOUR OF COUPLED-CHANNEL WAVE FUNCTIONS IN THE

CENTRIFUGALLY-DOMINATED REGION OF THE Ä-r PLANE*

6.1 Introduction

Coupled-channel (CC) calculations for inelastic scattering often

show the phenomenon that a solution initiated in a low partial-wave

channel at the origin, gives rise to radial wave functions at larger

radii in high-& channels many orders of magnitude larger than the

local value of the original low partial wave. This phenomenon occurs

even in typical distorted-wave Born approximation (DWBA) circumstances,

i.e. situations in which S-matrix elements are calculable sufficiently

accurately to first order in the coupling between channels, in sharp

contrast with the above-mentioned behaviour of the multi-component

wave function which is strongly influenced by the coupling.

This phenomenon is probably well-known to anyone who has looked

into coupled-chanuel calculations in a more detailed way. It occurs

particularly strongly in the socalled macroscopic description of

inelastic scattering, based on the usual prescription for deforming

the average interaction potential among projectile and target nucleus.

In a conventional CC calculation it gives rise to a troublesome

tendency to linear dependence of "mathematical" basis solutions, each

of which is generated by a non-vanishing amplitude in one of the

channels near the origin. A physical solution, satisfying asymptotic

boundary conditions of the usual outgoing-wave type at infinity, is

therefore sometimes a badly determined linear combination of

mathematical solutions, with inevitable consequences for the accuracy

of S-matrix elements. Practical methods to cope with this linear

dependence problem have been proposed by Raynal (Ray72) in a nuclear

reaction context and by Gordon (Gor69) in an atomic scattering context.

The formation of new linear combinations at one or more intermediate

radii is the essence of both methods.

A first purpose of this chapter is to gain insight in the

asymmetric growth of the high-Ä components. It should be noted that

Published in Phys.Rev.C Q (1981) 1984 by W.J.G. Thijssen,
B.J. Verhaar and A.M. Schulte.
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we do not concentrate on the more trivial radial growth of uncoupled

partial waves in a classically forbidden region, but rather on the

interplay between barrier penetration and channel coupling. This

interplay is studied both by means of a simple three-channel model

and by considering the more general case. In particular we shall be

able to understand why the high-it growth occurs so strongly in the

usual macroscopic description.

A second point on which we concentrate is to understand how S-

m&trix elements can be relatively insensitive to the cut-off of the

set of channels included in a CC calculation, while numerically found

basis solutions showing the high-A growth are strongly affected. This

problem shows up quite clearly in the use of limited angular momentum

transfer in adiabatic calculations of rotational excitation (Ver77,

Sch78), from which our interest in the problem arose.

An essential point of our discussion is the observation that

grouping the mathematical solution vectors together as columns of a

solution matrix, the latter is not physically relevant by itself, but

instead a matrix obtained by splitting off an irrelevant r-dependent

a-matrix. The high-Ä growth and the truncation affect predominantly

the matrix a and not the remaining one.

As follows from the foregoing, the main emphasis in this chapter

is on understanding properties of CC solutions, rather than on devising

new methods. An exception is the proposal of a new method, which may

be used by itself or in combination with those mentioned previously

(R?y72, Gor69), to overcome the linear dependence problem. To our

knowledge it has not been dealt with previously in the literature.

Empirically it is found that the linear dependence problem influences

mainly the low-£ to high-Ä transitions with larger AÄ values.

Remarkably the inverse transitions are much less sensitive. This

suggests to calculate only the transition amplitudes for the latter

and to obtain the inverse ones using the reciprocity property. In

previous work in our group (Ver77, Sch78), this approach was used

extensively, without discussing it explicitly. Now we present some

illustrating examples and give an explanation.

The illustrating examples in this chapter are taken from light-

ion scattering in nuclear physics, although the indicated phenomena

are at least as characteristic for heavy-ion scattering and for atomic

(molecular) scattering where high barriers result in addition from
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strong repulsive forces. The same kind of phenomena are also expected

to occur in coupled reaction channel calculations for transfer

reactions«

In section 6,2 we start by considering a simple three-channel

model. In section 6.3 we discuss the general CC problem, among others

by studying the differential equations satisfied by the relevant

matrices in the centrifugally-dominated region. Finally, in section

6.4 we study the influence of truncation of the set of channels

included, by extending the three-channel model,

6.2 Simple three-channel model

We consider a CC scattering model with three channels. To

simplify as much as possible we leave out all channel quantum numbers

except the I values, to be denoted as H>t £o and Ä< in order of

decreasing value, or even as >, 0 and <. All diagonal potential

elements are taken to be 0. A 6-function coupling is assumed among

"neighbouring" channels:

V " = V*°A> * V*°Ä<= V » " ß 6(r'Ro)' (6>1)

The channel wave numbers are taken to have a common value k. The set
of CC equations for this case reads

,2 £.(£.+1) Q ,
% T " " ^ p + k2> V * ) - $ F ö(r-Ro) I Rj(r) , (6.2)

where m is the particle (reduced) mass and where i and j stand both

for SL>t Ho or £ <. The prime accompanying the E-sign denotes the

inclusion of neighbouring channels only. Special solutions inside and

outside RQ are kr JÄ(kr), kr n^(kr) and kr h£(kr), using conventional

symbols for spherical Bessel, Neumann and Hankel functions (Mes61).

In the following we use the short-hand notation

hj(kr) , (6.3)

for two of these. Note that the Wronakian W(F„.G0) = F.dG./dr - GAdFn/dr

is equal to 1.

Let us first consider a mathematical solution initiated at the

origin in the &o channel. The right-hand member of eq. (6.2) vanishes

except for Ü. = Ä,o. We therefore have
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Ro(r) » Fo(r)
(6.4)

fO for r<Ro
R>(r) - 4 •

i F ( R ) (-6>(R0)F>(r) + F>(R0)G>(r>) for r>R0 ,

and a similar expression for R<(r). Here and in the following p is an

abbreviation for the coupling parameter 2mß/n2, Now, compare the

magnitudes of the low-A and high-it components at a radius R far out-

side the centrifugally-dominated region:

kRm » «.(Ä+1) (6.5)

for all of the channels. If we assume, on the other hand» the coupling

to take place far inside this region:

kRo « Ä(Ä+J) , (6.6)

the functions R> and R< are dominated at R by the G^(Ro) terms. Making

use of approximations (Mor53) justified by eqs. (6.5) and (6.6), we

find as an order of magnitude estimate

>- Ä <' <6-7>

i.e. an asymmetry among &> and A which increases strongly for growing

^-difference and decreasing RQ. It is for instance of the order of 107

for kRo • 5 and ^ = 24, ̂  = 16> Furthermore, note that R. (R ) may be

of the same order of magnitude as Ro(R ) or much larger, although the

solution was initiated in the &o channel. This may even be the case

for a relatively small coupling parameter.

In the following we shall show that particularly in the case of

the usual macroscopic description of inelastic scattering the situation

of eq. (6.6) actually seems to prevail: to a significant extent the

coupling takes place far inside the centrifugally-dominated region. It

is clear from the simple model that the asymmetry should be expected

to show up strongly when higher-order deformations like $6 are included,

coupling directly widely different A-values. This is confirmed by actual

CC calculations.

The phenomenon of fast-growing high-Ä. partial waves in realistic

CC calculations can thus be explained by elementary arguments, once

our simple model is assumed to describe the essential aspects of such

calculations: the radial wave functions in the Ä> and A< channels
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acquire at Ro non-vanishing slopes, which may be expected to be roughly

equal and in our model are assumed to be exactly equal. Starting with

identical slopes at RQ the radial wave functions, continued to larger

radii, will become larger in channels where the potential barrier is

higher.

Let us now compare this behaviour with that of a physical solution

generated by an incoming wave in the £o channel. At Ro probability

"leaks" to the upper and lower channels giving rise to a non-vanishing

wave function on both sides of Ro. The values of these wave functions

for r>Ro turn out to be

>

G ^ G ^ G><r>

in the ^ channel and a similar expression with > and < interchanged

in the &< channel. All omitted arguments equal Ro. Note that the

numerators correspond to the DWBA transition amplitudes for a <$-

function coupling, The denominators represent higher-order effects»

Note also that in both expressions each large factor G^(Ro) is

compensated by a corresponding F»(Ro). In the following this will

turn out to be a more general feature distinguishing mathematical

and physical solutions.

Making use of the approximate expressions for ehe F and G

functions in the previous expressions, valid under condition (6.6),

we find that the amplitudes generated at Ro in the upper and lower

channels are distributed roughly symmetrically. Also at the matching

radius the amplitudes do not show the kind of asymmetry of the

mathematical solution; they even show the reverse type of asymmetry.

This is a physical effect which is also to be expected in realistic

CC calculations: the suppression of transitions to and from high-Ä,

channels by the centrifugal barrier.

Now that we have available the previous expressions it is a

simple matter to understand the asymmetric character of the mathematical

solution (6.4) also from a more physical point of view: the reduced

The symmetry of the potential matrix following from reciprocity i(j
(Ver74), together with the rather gradual variation of the matrix '
elements for fixed AA as a function of one of the ^-values involved
justifies this assumption.
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penetrability of a high-A centrifugal potential for waves from out-

side. If the solution (6.A) is to arise on the basis of the previous

physic&l solution, we should eliminate the upper and lower components

inside Ro- This may be accomplished by sending waves in those channels

from outside with such amplitudes that the existing waves inside Ro

are compensated. Since the latter have comparable magnitudes at Ro,

the incoming wave will have to start with greater amplitude from R

in the £> channel to penetrate until Ro« This explains the asymmetry.

Note that, on the other hand, for the physical solution the incoming

&o wave does not discriminate between the i> and A< channels in

depositing probability amplitudes into these channels at Ro. In a

sense it "bypasses" the centrifugal barrier•

Another aspect is difficult to discuss in the context of this

three-channel model; the influence of the truncation of the set of

channels on the mathematical and physical solutions. To discuss this

aspect adequately it is desirable to extend the model by including

at least a second coupling point. Before going into that, however,

we generalize the discussion of this section*

6.3 The general CC problem

iuc practical purposes the partial differential equation for the

wave function describing an inelastic scattering process is commonly

written as a set of coupled ordinary differential equation!):

feg" V +fT<E-gc> -irVo(r)) RC(D = £,»cc'
(r> Rc"(r) •

(6.9)

in practice truncated to a finite dimension N. In this equation

c characterizes a scattering channel, while E is an internal energy

level. The interaction potential V acting among the collision partners

enters through a c-independent approximation Vo to its diagonal

elements and through the matrix elements

Wcc' ( r ) " F t V c c ' ( r ) ~ VQ(r) 6cc'} • < 6 ' l 0 )

It is convenient to rewrite eq. (6.9) as a matrix equation. We

consider the radial wave functions R (r) as components of an in-

dependent column vector and group together N such linearly independent
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solution vectors as a single N*N solution matrix R(r). We consider

two solutions F and G of a single equation of the set (6.9) with
C G

vanishing right-hand member, F being regular at the origin and G

being an arbitrary irregular solution. We normalize F and G to have

comparable amplitudes at infinity, while their Wronskian W(F ,G )

equals 1, We require the interaction potential to be a well-behaved

function of r at the origin in three-dimensional space. This

requirement takes the form (New66)

w ,(r) = o(rl£^c'l) , r -»-0 (6.11)
cc

for the w matrix«

Being interested in the interplay of channel coupling and barrier

penetration rather than in the latter alone» we split off from R

diagonal matrices F and G, containing the uncoupled solutions F and

G as diagonal elements:c

R = F a + G b , R' =» F'a + G'b , (6,12)

the coefficient matrices being given by the matrix Wronskians

§(r) = -(G R' - G'R) , b(r) - (F R' - F'R) . ••' (6.13)

Differentiating eqs. (6.13) we find the first order equations

a' = - G w (F a + G b) , b1 = F w (F a + G b) . (6.14)

Note that we obtain the Green's function expression for R if eqs.

(6.14) are integrated and substituted in the first of eqs. (6.12). As

we shall see presently, the expressions (6.14) are especially suitable

to understand the aspects of CC solutions on which we concentrate in

this chapter.

The mechanism of the asymmetric growth of high-Ä, components is

particularly clearly illustrated by the first of eqs. (6.14). Near the

origin a' is dominated by the Gwlr term. If A ,<& , the product G F ,

goes to infinity for r*0 whereas for £ ,>£ it goes to 0. This may

give rise to a strong asymmetry of a and thus of the asymptotic R

matrix, the F functions having comparable magnitudes at infinity for

different values of Ä.»In view of eq. (6.11) the infinity of G F ,

for ^c,<Äc is compensated in principle by w ,. This does not

necessarily eliminate the asymmetry, however.
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There is a situation in which the infinity is actually not

compensated. Let us consider a prescription for the deformation of

the optical potential in the macroscopic description of inelastic

scattering which is in widespread use; the displacement of the

spherical potential over a distance <5(a,9,(j>) depending on both the

nuclear shape parameters a and the orientation (6,<j>) of the projectile

relative to the target nucleus. In spite of the almost flat bottom of

the Saxon-Woods potential the resulting potential will violate

condition (6.11). All elements w t(r) go to a small but non-vanishing

value at r = 0, The potential is not unique at r = 0, while it shows

an infinitely strong tangential variation around the origin: a

"winding-stairs" type of behaviour. This explains a major part of the

high-Ä. growth of macroscopic inelastic scattering. It is only the

finite radial step-size in practical calculations which prevents the

upper components from going to infinity. The first non-vanishing

radius considered defines a region around the origin where the

coupling is effectively neglected»

The part of the growth of high-& components which is due to this

artificial effect is illustrated in fig. 6.1. This figure gives as an

example the real parts of a number of components of some mathematical

solution vectors at R = 18 fm for rotational excitation of the
m

deformed nucleus 176Y.b by 50 MeV a-particle scattering, including the

0 to 8 rotational states. Potential and deformation parameters have

been taken from work by Hendrie et al. (Hen68). For the sake of clarity

we do not give all components. We restrict ourselves to those for the

8 level for total angular momentum J = 24. Each of the three solution

vectors given is initiated in an 8 channel with £ equal to one of the

values from J - 8 to J + 8. The calculation was carried out with the

code Jupitor, written by Tamura and adapted by the Karlsruhe group

(Tam65). The components are normalized to the value for the maximum

ft-value. The growth of the components with Ä. is extremely steep. Also

we note the strong tendency to linear dependence suggested by fig. 6.1.

For the two A-values v/ith larger deviations the real part is small

compared with the imaginary part. The latter shows much less relative

difference.

That the tendency to linear dependence takes this extreme form

is easily explained. The highest partial wave in the coupled set

considered will dominate the lower ones already at small r. The sub-
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Fig. 6.1
Real parts of J - 24 solution vectors at Rm = 18 fm for
excitation of 17*Yb by SO MeV a-particles^ normalized to
ü = 32 components. Rotational states from 0+ to 8+ are
included* Only 8+ components are given for three solutions
initiated in the %-channels indicated. Negative values are
indicated by a minus-sign.

sequent backcoupling to lower channels at larger r values then leads

to a "universal" curve, such as in fig. 6.1, independent of the channel

in which the solution was initiated.

It can hardly be expected that a meaningful result for S-matrix

elements can be obtained from such wave functions. Indeed, it turns

out that for instance both the 0 + Ä=24 •* 8+ «.= 16 as well as the

0 Ä=24 •+ 8 £=32 transition elements differ from their correct values

by one or more orders of magnitude, the discrepancy for the latter

transition being much larger than for the former. A small variation of

the calculation, however, is sufficient to make the situation more

favourable. When the highest multipoles of the interaction, P6 and Pg,

are made to vanish within r = 0.5 fm, the foregoing S-matrix elements

have the values indicated in table 6.1. The S-matrix is defined here

to be in principle symmetric. Due to the strong tendency to linear

dependence which still remains, the actual values obtained show a

strong asymmetry. It turns out surprisingly that the low-A •*• high-Ä
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element is still strongly affected by the unphysical behaviour of

mathematical solutions in the centrifugally-dominated region, while

the high-A -*• low-A element is correct to within the accuracy implied

by the number of decimals. This being the case also for other

transitions, an obvious possibility is to make use of the S-matrix

symmetry to discard the former elements and to replace them by the

latter. This method, together with the above-mentioned suppression of

the P$ and Pa form factors within 0.5 fm, was used successfully in

previous work of our group on adiabatic rotational excitation (Ver77,

Sch78). In particular, it turned out that the numerical values for

S-matrix elements obtained this way were less sensitive to truncation

of the set of channels included.

A further indication that the tendency to linear dependence in

the usual macroscopic description is generated predominantly by the

artificial behaviour of form factors near the origin, is obtained by

replacing the functions w ,(r) by a single power of r,

(6.15)

satisfying eq. (6.11), within r = 4 fm, i.e. within about half the

nuclear radius. Its coefficient is chosen so that w ,(r) is
cc

continuous. This modifies fig. 6.1. The result is shown in fig. 6.2.

Clearly, such a change has a profound influence on the wave functions

Table 6.1
S-matrix elements with P& and Pa coupling switched
off up to r = 0.5 fm.

Transition S-matrix element

0+ «.=24 •* 8+ £=32 (-1.673 + i 0.221) x 10"1

8+ £=32 •* 0+ «,=24 (-0.569 - i 1.559) x 10"1*

Table 6.2 ^
S-matrix elements with coupling ^ r for v < 4 fm.

Transition S-matrix element

0+ £=24 •* 8+ £»32 (-0.572 - i 1.556) 10"1*

8+ £=32 •*• 0* £=24 (-0.570 - i 1.559) lO""
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tgr. ff. 2Ftgr. ff. 2
Same as fig. 6.1t exaept for the use of "regularized"
PQ - PB form factors for r < 4 fm.

at the matching radius. The S-matrix elements of table 6.1 are now

replaced by those of table 6.2. Clearly, the symmetry is practically

restored, while the common value agrees with that for the high-Ä ->•

low-£ transition in table 6.1.

The disproportionate high-ft growth is not restricted to the some-

what artificial mechanism considered so far. It also occurs in a

troublesome form in all realistic situations where projectiles are

subject to the combined influence of strong channel coupling and

strong potential barriers over longer radial ranges, such as in

heavy-ion Coulomb excitation of deformed nuclei (Tol75) or in atomic

scattering by diatomic molecules with a strongly anisotropic repulsive

potential at short distances (Gor69). It follows from the discussion

to be given in the following4 that the above-mentioned property will

be a general rule: the low-it -*- high-A transitions are expected to be

much more affected by the tendency to linear dependence than are the

corresponding inverse transitions. In view of its more general useful-

ness we shall give an explanation from a physicist's point of view at

the end of this section. It goes outside the framework of this chapter
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to go more deeply into the numerical aspects. For a discussion of

some of these aspects we refer to van Eijkeren and Veltkamp (Eij78).

After these illustrations of the role of the GwF term let us

return to eqs. (6.14). It is well-known that it is not the matrix

solution R by itself that matters from the physical point of view,

since right-multiplication by a constant matrix does not alter the

solution space spanned by the mathematical solutions. Such a multi-

plication merely mixes the basis solutions. The combination ba"1, to

be denoted in the following as c(r), is invariant under this multi-

plication and therefore carries the essential information. He have

R a (F + G c) a , R1 « <F' + G'c) § . (6.16)

Dote that F + G c by itself is not a solution of the CC equations.

For the simple three-channel model the matrices a, b and c may be

obtained by a straightforward calculation. For the sake of brevity we

shall not give them here. It turns out that the high-Ä growth of the

solution matrix is concentrated in the matrix a, which indeed »hows a

strong increase of &> components under condition (6.6). After

extraction of a the remaining matrix F + G c, and in particular also

c, no longer show this increase. The same is expected to be true in

realistic circumstances. Before going into that we note that by

definition c is symmetric. This follows by substituting eqs. (6.16)

in the Wronskian equation

It turns out that the differential equations (6.14) for a and b

combine in such a way that (ba"1)1 can be expressed in the combination

ba"1 alone:

c1 = (F + c G) w (F + G c) . (6.18)

Let us now compare this equation with that for a. The asymmetric growth

of the upper-8, part of a due to the GwF term with the uncompensated G

factor occurs in the classically forbidden region of the &-r plane. In

fig. 6.3(b) this region is indicated for ot+176Yb scattering: the shaded

region bounded by the classical turning points for the total real

potential» the latter being given in fig. 6.3(a).

The calculations to be presented below suggest a strongly

different behaviour of a and c in this region. Whereas a already shows
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176Ybta,t»')
Elab.50MeV

a)
20

b)
10

Fig. 6.3
(a) Real potential for a + ll Ybt including centrifugal
potential. Points of intersection uith line at EQm are
classical turning points.
(b) Claggiaally forbidden region of SL-r plane following
from fig. 3(a). In one of the calculations described
all couplings are switched off left of line I.

' • ; ' - *
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fig-. 6.4 • • •
Same as /ig>. 5.1, except /or the om&aaion of all
ooupling8 left of line I in fig. 6.S(b)>

a significant variation far inside the shaded region, c is apparently

effectively zero until near its boundary. While being 0 at the origin,

its development in most of the centrifugally-dominated region is

determined by the FwF term in eq. '(6.18). This means that the DWBA

approximation is valid. Due to the centrifugal barrier, and, left to

r = 8 fm also due to strong absorption, the product F F , is so small

in most of this region, however, that c is still negligible. In fig.

6.4 we have modified fig. 6.1 by replacing the coupling matrix

elements w ,(r) by 0 for all r until both (£ ,r) and (A , ,r) have

passed the line I in fig. 6.3(b). Clearly, such a change has a strong

influence on the wave function components at the matching radius. The

high-Ä growth is reduced, as is the tendency to linear dependence.

This confirms that the asymmetry of a develops mainly to the left of

line I.

Let us now turn to c. At the matching radius it is directly

related to the S-matrix. If the latter and also the F and 6 functions

are suitably defined, we have beyond R
m

c(r)
r>B (6.19)
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«here S is the diagonal (elastic) S-matrix for scattering from

Vo(r), It turns out that the S-matrix elements are hardly affected

by the neglect of w left of line I. For the particular transitions

considered in table 6.2, for instance, essentially the same values

are again obtained. We conclude that in the centrifugally-dominated

part of the it-r plane the main role of the coupling is to mix un-

coupled basis solutions rather than to modify them physically. A.

similar far-reaching exclusion of a large region of the £-r plane

turns out to be possible also for less strongly absorbed projectiles.

For protons as well as for a-particles the differential cross-sections

are hardly affected by leaving out the coupling left of a line such as

I in fig* 6.3(b). It is possible to shift the line I even further to

the right for higher than grazing it-values without affecting the

cross-sections significantly, the corresponding S-matrix elements

contributing only little to the total scattering amplitudes.

It is now relatively simple to explain thß difference between

high-it. •+ low-it transition amplitudes and the inverse ones, pointed

out in the foregoing. From the solution matrix near R the asymptotic

a and b matrices follow using eq. (6.13). These enable one to find c

and thus S using ca = b. Let us consider a single row of c. Its

elements are determined by the values of N inner products with the

columns of a. In the case of strong high-it growth the column vectors

of a have relatively small components in the lower-it part of N-

dimensiqnal vector space. If this is the case to a considerable

extent, the row vector of c is well-determined only with respect to

its high-it part, i.e. its elements for high-it entrance channels. This

explains why the high-it •+ low-it transition amplitudes are less

sensitive to perturbations than the inverse ones.

6.4 Influence of truncation

The influence of channel truncation is expected to be particularly

strong for truncation on the high-it side in case of strong high-£

growth. The three-channel model of section 6.2 is not suitable to

illustrate this. Consider the matrices a, b and c resulting from this

model for r>Ro:
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G>PFo

I

P*F 2FQGQ

0

GopF<

1

pzF>FoGoF<

-pF0F<

P 2 F 2 F Q G Q

with D = 1 - p2FoGo(F<G<-F>G>). From left to right and from the top

downwards the 4-values are in decreasing order and all omitted

arguments equal RQ. It turns out that the 2x2 &o^< subraatrices of a

and b are equal to a and b for the truncated SL<>S.< channel subspace

and therefore are completely insensitive to truncation in contrast to

a and b for realistic situations. The reason for this is to be sought

in the absence of further coupling points, providing coupling of the

fast growing &o amplitude back to the lower channels.

Let us now extend the three-channel model by adding a second

coupling point Ri beyond Ro with the same coupling parameter for

simplicity. The matrices a and b are then readily calculated using

eqs. (6.14). "«'or c it would seem to be most convenient to use the

analogous eq. (6.18). instead, it is more easily calculated from a

and b, the matrix functions multiplying the <S-function-like matrix w

in eq. (6.18) being discontinuous an Ro and Ri, in contrast to those

in eqs. (6.14). The matrices a, b and especially c for r>Ri become

too complicated to be given here in detail. As an example we therefore

look specifically at the iloAo element of a:

- p2G0(R1)G>(Ri)F>(R0)F0(R0)

+ p2Go(Ri)F<(R1)G<(Ro)Fo(Ro) - P2Go(Ri)G<(Rl)F<(Ro)Fo(Ro) .

(6.20)

Compare this expression with that obtained by omitting the L channel

from the scattering calculation:

aÄ,o«.o = l + P2Go(»I)F<<RI>G<(RO>PO(RO> ~ P 2 G O ( R I ) G < ( R , ) F < ( R 0 ) F 0 ( R O ) .

(6.21)

Apparently, truncation has a great influence on a: the second term on

the right-hand side of eq. (6.20), for instance, which does not occur
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in eq, (6.21), dominates the remaining ones if Rj is not too close to

to Ro.

Turning to c, let us take the &o •*• £< transition as an example,

The expression for this element has the form of a quotient, the

numerator consisting of 18 different terms each being a product of F

and G functions and coupling parameters, while the denominator contains

21 different terms. For this reason we shall not give it here. A note-

worthy property of the total expression, however, is the following. In

each of the terms G>(Ro) either does not occur» or is compensated by

an additional factor F>(Ro), in contrast to eq. (6.20). The same

applies to other transitions in the Ä-oÄ̂  subspace taking the l> channel

into account. We may therefore expect c to be much less sensitive to

truncation than a,

A further point which can be illustrated with the three-channel

model is the following! The assumption which allows the truncation of

channels in the rigorous fashion of Verhaar and Schulte (Ver77, Sch78),

is that at least one of the physical solutions in the confined subspace

is relatively insensitive to the truncation. Calculating a complete

set of mathematical solutions >for the subspace alone, all of which may

be affected significantly by the truncation due to the high-JL growth,

we assume that the influence of truncation is concentrated in a number

of physical solutions which may be eliminated by linearly combining

the mathematical solutions. Evidently, this elimination may be expected

to be successful only if the mathematical solutions belong to the same

truncated set of channels. Otherwise the wrong physical solutions

contained in them are not identical and therefore cannot be eliminated.

This circumstance is the main obstacle to using the limited angular

momentum transfer in the context of mathematical solutions (0ve81),

which would have been of considerable advantage in adiabatic

calculations of rotational excitation.

Let us study this aspect in the three-channel model. We turn the

previous calculation in the truncated channel space into an inconsistent

one and compare the results both with those of the consistent IQI.

calculation and with those of the full IJLQI space. The inconsistency

is introduced by taking from the full mathematical solution initiated

in the Ho channel the two lower components only and combining the

resulting Ä o ^ vector with the mathematical solution in the io^ sub-

space initiated in the A< channel. Carrying out this calculation it
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turns our that the inconsistent truncation introduces terms with

G>(Ro) factors, which are not accompanied by F>(Ro) factors. For

instance

(... - p3Fo(Ri)F>(Ri)G>(Ro)F0(Ro)Go(Ro)F<(Ro) + ...)
CÄOÄ<

 = (... + pItGr,(Rl)F>(Ri)G>(Ro)Fo(Ro)G<(Rl)Fo(Ri)GB(Ro)F<(Ro) + ...)

(6.22)

Such "uncompensated G (RQ)" terms are expected to dominate if Ri is

not too close to RQ and will thereby give rise to worse results. In

addition the c-matrix looses its reciprocity property, In principle,

one could thus have the paradoxical situation that an improvement of

one of the mathematical basis solutions might worsen the quality of

the final physical solution; the wrong physical solutions contained

in this single mathematical solution cannot be eliminated by

compensating them with those from other basis solutions. These

conclusions are confirmed by realistic adiabatic CC calculations

(OveSl).

6.5 Conclusion

We have introduced a simple three-channel model with one radial

coupling point to illustrate the interplay between channel coupling

and barrier penetration, and to illustrate the different behaviour

of mathematical and physical solutions to CC problems.

We succeeded in generalizing the results to general CC calculations

by concentrating on properties of the matrices a and c. Differential

equations for a and c were derived and compared. Expectations about

the behaviour of a and c in the centrifugally-dominated part of the

&-r plane were comfirmed by realistic calculations. The different

sensitivity of S-matrix elements for high-A •* low-A transitions and

the inverse ones to the linear dependence problem was explained. This

property may be used to overcome the linear dependence problem, alone

or in combination with a) the complete or partial omission of couplings

in part of the &-r plane, b) the transformation to new linear

combinations of basis solutions. The simple three-channel model was

extended with a second coupling point to illustrate the influence of

channel truncation.
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SUMMARY

This thesis deals with a number of subjects which have the

collective nuclear model as a common denominator. The collective

nuclear model describes aspects of the nucleus, such as excitation

energies, electromagnetic transition probabilities and inelastic

scattering with excitation of the lowest-lying levels, not by means

of the individual nucleon degrees of freedom but instead with

collective variables describing the shape of the nucleus.

The first subject concerns a complete set of states, possessing

definite angular momentum quantum numbers, in which eigenstates of a

more general collective model may be expanded. Instead of the commonly

used but inconvenient bases consisting of eigenstates of the five-

dimensional isotropic harmonic oscillator we study two alternative

sets. These sets consist of eigenstates of Hamiltonians, arising from

the Faessler-Greiner description and from the "Single-Principal-Axis"

description for vibrations around a permanently deformed axially

symmetric equilibrium shape of the nucleus. A central problem is how

to impose the symmetry requirements which the basis states have to

satisfy. It turns out that the set of states based on the Faessler-

Greiner description is especially suitable for a group-theoretical

approach. The construction of this set of basis states is described

and its relation with the set of five-dimensional harmonic oscillator

states is studied. This first subject must be considered as a first

step towards a more complete investigation which is outside the

framework of this thesis. A partial application is given in the context

of the second subject of this thesis.

This second subject concerns the use of scattering results in an

analysis of nuclear structure, both in the harmonic vibration model

and in a more general collective model* For such an analysis we try

to find a method for calculating scattering results from the collective

model in a less time-consuming way than is required for full

conventional coupled-channel calculations. In this light we study the

combined adiabatic (or "energy-sudden") and "centrifugal-sudden"

approximations. This combination of approximations reduces Schrödingers

partial differential equation for the scattering process to an

ordinary differential equation. Since the approximations are not

accurate enough for the scattering processes considered (inelastic
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proton and a-particle scattering from medium-heavy nuclei), it is

applied on limited radial intervals for the relative distance between

scatterer and scattered particle, in a scheme converging for an

increasing number of intervals. Attention is paid to the non-trivial

extension of the method with the second-order Coulomb excitation and

the "full Thomas" spin-orbit interaction.

Scattering calculations for a-particles and polarized protons

show the validity and applicability of the method. A substantial

reduction of the computation time is obtained, when compared with a

conventional coupled-channel calculation. Furthermore, with respect

to computation time, the method is already comparable with the

iterative ECIS method, for scattering from nuclei with vanishing

ground state spin, a process for which the ECIS method is most

suitable. A first step is taken in the analysis of experimental

results for the scattering of polarized protons from 6l*Zn within the

framework of the anharmonic vibrational model. The emphasis is on the

method used.

Finally, the behaviour of coupled-channel wave functions in the

centrifugally-dominated region of the Ä-r plane is studied.
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SAMENVATTING

In dit proefschrift worden een aantal onderwerpen bestudeerd die

het collectieve model van de atoomkern als gemeenschappelijke noemer

hebben. Het collectieve kernmodel beschrijft een aantal aspecten van

de kern, zoals excitatie-energieën, electromagnetische overgangs-

waarschijnlijkheden en inelastische verstrooiing met excitatie van de

laagste niveaus, met behulp van een aantal collectieve variabelen die

de vorm van de kern beschrijven en niet met behulp van de individuele

nucléon vrijheidsgraden«

Het eerste onderwerp betreft een volledige verzameling toestanden

met welbepaalde impulsmoment quantumgetallen waarin eigentoestanden

van een algemener collectief kernmcdel kunnen worden ontwikkeld. Voor

de veel gebruikte maar moeilijk hanteerbare bases van eigentoestanden

van de vijf-dimensionale isotrope harmonische oscillator worden twee

alternatieven bestudeerd. De Hamiltonianen waarvan de basistoestanden

eigentoestanden zijn, zijn geïnspireerd door de Faessler-Greiner

beschrijving en door de "Single-Principal-Axis" beschrijving van

vibraties rond een permanent gedeformeerde axiaalsymmetrische even-

wichtsvorm van de kern. Een centraal probleem is, hoe de symmetrie-

eisen kunnen worden opgelegd waaraan de basistoestanden moeten voldoen.

Het blijkt dat vooral voor de symmetrisatie van de van de Faessler-

Greiner beschrijving afgeleide basis van golffuncties nuttig gebruik

gemaakt kan Worden van groepentheoretische methoden. De constructie

van die basis wordt beschreven en de relatie met de basis van vijf-

dimensionale harmonische oscillator eigenfuncties wordt bestudeerd.

Dit eerste onderwerp moet beschouwd worden als een eerste aanzet tot

een uitgebreider onderzoek dat buiten het kader van dit proefschrift

valt. Een beperkte toepassing wordt gepresenteerd in verband met het

tweede onderwerp van dit proefschrift.

Dit tweede onderwerp betreft het gebruik van verstrooings-

resultaten voor analyse van de kernstructuur, zowel in het harmonische

vibratiemodel als in een meer algemeen collectief model. Voor zo'n

analyse proberen we een methode te vinden voor het berekenen van

verstrooiingsresultaten op basis van het collectief model op een

minder tijdrovende manier dan met volledige conventionele gekoppelde-

kanalen berekeningen. In dit licht bestuderen we de combinatie van

adiabatische (of "energy-sudden") en "centrifugal-sudden" benaderingen.
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Deze benaderingen reduceren 4e Schrödinger partiële differentiaal-

vergelijking voor het verstrooiingsproces tot een gewone differentiaal-

vergelijking. Omdat de benaderingen niet voldoende nauwkeurig zijn in

de door ons bestudeerde verstrooiingsprocessen (inelastische proton en

a-deeltjes verstrooiing aan middelzware kernen) zijn deze toegepast op

beperkte intervallen voor de relatieve afstand van verstrooid deeltje

tot verstrooier, in een schema dat convergeert met een toenemend aantal

intervallen. Aandacht is besteed aan de niet-triviale uitbreiding van

de methode voor de tweede-orde Coulomb excitatie en de "volledige

Thomas" spin-baan wisselwerking«

Berekeningen van verstrooiing van a-deeltjes en gepolariseerde

protonen tonen de geldigheid en toepasbaarheid van de methode aan. Er

treedt een aanzienlijke beperking op van de rekentijd ten opzichte van

conventionele gekoppelde-kanalen berekeningen, terwijl de methode qua

rekentijd àl vergelijkbaar is met de iteratieve ECIS-methode voor

verstrooiing van kernen met een 0 grondtoestand, een geval dat nog

relatief gunstig is voor de ECIS-methode. Een aanzet is gemaakt tot de

analyse van experimentele resultaten van verstrooiing van gepolariseerde

protonen aan 5l*Zn in het anharmonisch vibratiemodel. Hierbij ligt de

nadruk op de gebruikte methodiek. !•-•

Tenslotte wordt het gedrag van gekoppelde-kanalen golffuncties in

het centrifugaal-gedomineerde gebied van het Jl-r vlak bestudeerd.
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Dit proefschrift kon alleen tot stand komen dank zij de hulp en

steun van velen.
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Stellingen

1

De Saxon^Woods potentiaal die in de kernfysica vaak wordt gebruikt

om de verstrooiing van deeltjes aan atoomkernen te beschrijven, levert

in combinatie met het deformatievoorschrift van Blair een niet

realistische singulariteit op in het kernraassamiddelpunt. Dit kan

aanleiding geven tot aanzienlijke onnauwkeurigheden in berekeningen

van inelastische verstrooiingsprocessen ,

Dit proefaohriftt Hoofdstuk 6

De formulering van dé Coulombexcitatie zoals die gegeven wordt door

Tamura , is slechts dan correct als in de beschrijving van de kern-

deformatie ook de correctieterm voor volumebehoud tot op tweede orde
2

in de deformatieparameters is opgenomen .

T. Tamura, Rev. Mod. Phya. S7_ (1968) 682
o
Dit proefschrift^ paragraaf £.6

3

Het voorkomen van het woord "sudden" in de naam van de CS benadering

kan gemakkelijk tot een dwaalspoor leiden wat betreft de fysische

interpretatie van deze benadering .

Dit proefschrift, paragraaf 5.1

4

Simister's suggestie dat een spin-1 toestand mogelijk is voor drie

identieke bosonen met impulsmoment 2, is- niet correct.

1D.N. Simiater et al., 'J. Phys. G4_ (1978) 111



De onafhankelijk van elkaar ontwikkelde theorieën van de Gaussische

laserbundel door Kogelnik en van versnellerbundels door Courant en ..
o

Snyder zijn terug te voeren tot dezelfde wiskundige beschrijving. Voor

beide vakgebieden zou het nuttig zijn van eikaars theorieën 'kennis te

nemen,

2H. Kogelnik* Appl. Opt. 12. (1965) 1562
2E,D. Coupant en H.S. Snyder, Ann. Phys, 5. (1958) 1

6

Het niet vermelden van zijn vakgebied wanneer iemand gebruik maakt van

zijn recht een academische titel te voeren, leidt soms tot de inter-

pretatie dat de titularis deskundig is op het gebied waarover hij op

dat moment spreekt. Deze interpretatie is onjuist en dient voorkomen

j te worden.

• ) '

f-
• 7

De huidige computernetwerken maken het mogelijk grote databestanden voor
veel mensen makkelijk toegankelijk te maken. Het zou zinvol zijn in

: zulke bestanden ook (druk)fouten in boeken op te nemen.

8
Het is uit veiligheidsoverwegingen gewenst, wettelijk te regelen dat de

opdrachtgever tot het bouwen van een woning bij de oplevering in het

bezit gesteld wordt van een tekening van het leidingennet volgens de

feitelijke uitvoering.

9

Iedereen verdient meer dan hij verdient.

Eindhoven, 22 september 1981 W.J.G. Thijssen
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